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Echographie	pleuro-pulmonaire	et	

condensaOon	alvéolaire	

•  Aspects	échographiques:	
Ø TraducOon	échographique	de	l’hépa4sa4on	
parenchymateuse	

Ø Limites:	
ü Superficielle:	régulière	:	épanchement	ou	plèvre	
ü Profonde:	régulière	en	cas	de	consolidaOon	lobaire	
complète	ou	irrégulière	à	la	joncOon	parenchyme	
consolidé	et	aéré	

	

Echographie pulmonaire : condensation parenchymateuse 

Echographie	pleuro-pulmonaire	et		
condensaOon	alvéolaire	

•  «	HépaOsaOon	»	pulmonaire	
•  Se	90%	Spe	98%			
•  Accolé	à	la	plèvre	dans	98	%	

des	cas.	
•  Perte	du	glissement	pleural	

dans	la	majorité	des	cas	
•  Bronchogramme	visible	

	 	Lichtenstein,	I	C	M	2004	
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Echographie pleuro pulmonaire : le poumon n�est pas un ballon 
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Alv Alv Alv 
Alvéole et parenchyme invisibles 

Condensation parenchymateuse, atélectasie 

  « Hépatisation » pulmonaire 

  Se 90% Spe 98%   

  Accolé à la plèvre dans 98 % des cas. 

  Perte du glissement pleural dans la 
majorité des cas 

  Bronchogramme visible, fixe si 
atélectasie 

  Lichtenstein, I C M 2004 

  Bronchogramme « dynamique »:  

 si condensation sans atélectasie 

  Lichtenstein Chest 2009 

 

 

 

Moins	le	poumon	est	aéré,	plus	
il	est	visible	en	échographie	…	

Echographie	pleuro-pulmonaire	et	
condensaOon	alvéolaire	

Aspect	«	hépaOsé	»	du	parenchyme	pulmonaire	sans	
bronchogramme	aérien	

Echographie	pleuro-pulmonaire	et	
condensaOon	alvéolaire	

•  Aspects	échographiques:	
Ø  Echostructure:	
Ø  The	Dynamic	Air	Bronchogram.	Lichtenstein	D,	Mezière	G,	

Seitz	J.	Chest.	2009	Feb	18.	
	
ü Bronchogramme	aérien:	images	hyperéchogènes	

puncOformes	ou	linéaires	sans	ombres	acousOques	
postérieures	

ü Bronchogramme	aérien	dynamique:		plutôt	en	faveur	d’un	
sd	alvéolaire	non	rétracOle	?	

ü Bronchogramme	aérien	sta4que:	plutôt	en	faveur	d’une	
atélectasie	?	
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Condensation pulmonaire et bronchogramme 

ConsolidaOon	alvéolaire	massive	avec	
bronchogramme	aérien	
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Bronchogramme	aérien	dynamique:	flux	d’air	
inspiratoire	libre	

	
Lichtenstein	D,	Mezière	G	&	Seitz	J	(2002).	Le	“bronchogramme	aérien	dynamique”,	un	signe	échographique	de	consolidaOon	alvéolaire	
non	rétracOle.	RéanimaOon	2002;11	Supplt	3:98s	(Abst)		
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Echographie	pleuro-pulmonaire	et	
syndrome	alvéolo-intersOOel	

•  Bedside	ultrasound	of	the	lung	for	the	monitoring	of	
acute	decompensated	heart	failure.		

Volpicelli	G	et	al.	Am	J	Emerg	Med.	2008		
•  The	comet-tail	arOfact:	an	ultrasound	sign	of	alveolar-
intersOOal	syndrome.	

Lichtenstein	et	al.	Am	J	Respir	Crit	Care	Med	1997	
	

•  Caractérisé	par	la	présence	d’un	artéfact:	ligne	B	
•  Ligne	B:	air-eau=impédances	acousOques	éloignées	
mêlées	à	un	même	endroit	

•  Ligne	B:	constantes	dans	l’œdème	pulmonaire	(mais	
pas	que	…)	

	
	

Echographie	pleuro-pulmonaire	et	
syndrome	alvéolo-intersOOel	

•  Caractéris4ques	des	lignes	B:	
Ø Artéfact	en	queue	de	comètes	
Ø Nombreuses	(>2)	sur	une	même	coupe	
Ø Naissant	de	la	ligne	pleurale	
Ø Bien	définie	
Ø Hyperéchogène	
Ø Descendant	jusqu’au	bas	du	champ	
d’exploraOon	échographique	

Ø Effaçant	les	lignes	A	
Ø Assujewe	au	glissement	pleural	

Pathologie parenchymateuse : syndrome alvéolo interstitiel (AIS syndrome) 

Lichtenstein et al AJRCCM 1997 

Lignes « B3 » = syndrome alvéolaire (OAP) = verre dépoli 

Pathologie parenchymateuse : syndrome alvéolo interstitiel (AIS syndrome) 

Lichtenstein et al AJRCCM 1997 

Lignes « B3 » = syndrome alvéolaire (OAP) = verre dépoli 
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Artéfacts	en	queue	de	comètes	(lignes	B)	au	cours	
d’un	œdème	aigu	pulmonaire	

DYSPNEE	AIGUE:	OAP	vs	BPCO	décompensée:	
Queues	de	comète	présentes	chez	40/40	OAP	
Queues	de	comète	absentes	chez	24/26	BPCO	décompensée	
Queue	de	comète	absentes	chez	79/80	paOents	non	dyspnéïques	

Lichtenstein	et	al	Intensive	Care	Med	1998	

«	Queues	de	comète	»	

Echographie	pleuro-pulmonaire	et	
syndrome	alvéolo-intersOOel	

Lichtenstein	et	al	Anesthesiology	2004	

Lignes	«	B3	»	=	verre	dépoli	(type	OAP)	
	
	
	
	
Lignes	«	B7	»	=	épaississement	des	septa		

(type	fibrose)	
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Echographie	pleuro-pulmonaire	et	
approche	de	l’étude	parenchymateuse	

•  PERSPECTIVES:	Orienta4on	diagnos4que	
é4ologique	de	la	détresse	respiratoire	en	
pré-hospitalier:	

	

	
	

RESEARCH Open Access

Combination of lung ultrasound (a comet-tail
sign) and N-terminal pro-brain natriuretic peptide
in differentiating acute heart failure from chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease and asthma as
cause of acute dyspnea in prehospital
emergency setting
Gregor Prosen1,2, Petra Klemen1,2,3, Matej Strnad1,2 and Štefek Grmec1,2,3,4*

Abstract

Introduction: We studied the diagnostic accuracy of bedside lung ultrasound (the presence of a comet-tail sign),
N-terminal pro-brain natriuretic peptide (NT-proBNP) and clinical assessment (according to the modified Boston
criteria) in differentiating heart failure (HF)-related acute dyspnea from pulmonary (chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease (COPD)/asthma)-related acute dyspnea in the prehospital setting.

Methods: Our prospective study was performed at the Center for Emergency Medicine, Maribor, Slovenia, between
July 2007 and April 2010. Two groups of patients were compared: a HF-related acute dyspnea group (n = 129) and
a pulmonary (asthma/COPD)-related acute dyspnea group (n = 89). All patients underwent lung ultrasound
examinations, along with basic laboratory testing, rapid NT-proBNP testing and chest X-rays.

Results: The ultrasound comet-tail sign has 100% sensitivity, 95% specificity, 100% negative predictive value (NPV)
and 96% positive predictive value (PPV) for the diagnosis of HF. NT-proBNP (cutoff point 1,000 pg/mL) has 92%
sensitivity, 89% specificity, 86% NPV and 90% PPV. The Boston modified criteria have 85% sensitivity, 86% specificity,
80% NPV and 90% PPV. In comparing the three methods, we found significant differences between ultrasound sign
and (1) NT-proBNP (P < 0.05) and (2) Boston modified criteria (P < 0.05). The combination of ultrasound sign and
NT-proBNP has 100% sensitivity, 100% specificity, 100% NPV and 100% PPV. With the use of ultrasound, we can
exclude HF in patients with pulmonary-related dyspnea who have positive NT-proBNP (> 1,000 pg/mL) and a
history of HF.

Conclusions: An ultrasound comet-tail sign alone or in combination with NT-proBNP has high diagnostic accuracy
in differentiating acute HF-related from COPD/asthma-related causes of acute dyspnea in the prehospital
emergency setting.

Trial registration: ClinicalTrials.gov NCT01235182.

* Correspondence: grmec-mis@siol.net
1Center for Emergency Medicine, Ulica talcev 9, 2000 Maribor, Slovenia
Full list of author information is available at the end of the article
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In Table 4, the sensitivity, specificity, PPV, NPV, LR+,
LR- and AUROC values are presented for ultrasound
examinations (cutoff point: two or more positive zones
bilaterally), modified Boston criteria (cutoff point: total
8 points), NT-proBNP (cutoff point: 1,000 pg/mL)
and a combination of ultrasound examination with NT-
proBNP. In comparing the methods, we found

significant differences between ultrasound signs versus
NT-proBNP (P < 0.05) and ultrasound signs versus
modified Boston criteria (P < 0.05). All 11 patients for
whom false-positive results were found using the NT-
proBNP method had values higher than 1,000 pg/mL
(mean, 1,564 ± 651.3; range, 1,200 to 2,750 pg/mL) and
a history of HF. In all of these 11 patients, we confirmed
the absence of comet-tail signs. With ultrasound, we can
exclude HF in pulmonary-related dyspneic patients with
positive NT-proBNP results and a history of HF. All five
patients for whom false-positive results were found
using the ultrasound method had NT-proBNP values
less than 1,000 pg/mL (mean, 541.3 ± 265.1) and a his-
tory of COPD/asthma. With the value of NT-proBNP,
we can exclude HF in ultrasound-positive pulmonary-
related dyspneic patients.
The combination of ultrasound examination and NT-

proBNP was statistically significantly different from the
use of single methods. It had values of 100% sensitivity,
100% specificity, 100% NPV, 100% PPV, LR+ infinite,
LR- zero, and AUROC 0.99.

Discussion
Our study demonstrates that ultrasound examination was
the best single method for confirming the diagnosis of
acute HF in the prehospital setting. Compared with clini-
cal assessment using modified Boston criteria and NT-
proBNP testing, lung ultrasound had a significantly better
AUROC with regard to diagnostic accuracy. Further-
more, the combination of ultrasound examination and

Table 3 Multiple logistic regression analysis of factors
used for differentiation between HF-related and
pulmonary-related acute dyspnea in prehospital
emergency settinga

Factor OR (95% CI)b P valuec

Ultrasound examination 53.7 (28.6 to 83.5) < 0.001

NT-proBNP 14.3 (8.1 to 29.4) < 0.001

Orthopnea 6.9 (1.9 to 18.39 < 0.001

Rales 5.1 (1.5 to 12.8) 0.014

Troponin T 2.1 (1.3 to 4.6) 0.018

petCO2 7.6 (2.9 to 19.6) < 0.001

HF medications 2.7 (1.3 to 5.1) 0.031

Asthma/COPD medications 0.12 (0.03 to 0.42) 0.028

Previous HF 7.4 (2.3 to 20.4) < 0.001

Fever 0.17 (0.06 to 0.49) 0.017
aOR, odds ratio; petCO2, partial pressure of end-tidal carbon dioxide; NT-
proBNP, amino terminal pro-brain natriuretic peptide; HF, heart failure; COPD,
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; CI, confidence interval. bUnivariable
screening was performed on clinical, historical and biochemical variables to
identify potential predictors of HF. Odds ratios for the presence of HF were
generated and expressed with 95% CI. cMultivariable analysis with logistic
regression was used to identify potential predictor variables of a final
diagnosis of HF (variables from univariate analysis with P < 0.05 for entry into
model).

Table 4 Test characteristics of ultrasound examination, modified Boston examination, NT-proBNP and combination of
ultrasound examination and NT-proBNPa

Characteristic Ultrasound
examinationb

Modified Boston criteria
scoring

NT-proBNP Ultrasound examination +
NT-proBNPc

P valued

Sensitivity 100%
(95% CI 98 to 100)

85%
(95% CI 79 to 89)

92%
(95% CI 88 to 95)

100%
(95% CI 98 to 100)

< 0.01

Specificity 95%
(95% CI 91 to 100)

86%
(95% CI 82 to 90)

89%
(95% CI 84 to 92)

100%
(95% CI 97 to 100)

< 0.01

NPV 100%
(95% CI 98 to 100)

80%
(95% CI 77 to 85)

86%
(95% CI 82 to 90)

100%
(95% CI 98 to 100)

< 0.01

PPV 96%
(95% CI 93 to 100)

90%
(95% CI 86 to 93)

90%
(95% CI 85 to 94)

100%
(95% CI 96 to 100)

< 0.01

LR+ 20
(95% CI 1.98 to 89.94)

6.1
(95% CI 1.65 to 18.48)

8.36
(95% CI 1.72 to 33.86)

Infinite < 0.01

LR- 0 0.18
(95% CI 0.07 to 0.52)

0.09
(95% CI 0.02 to 0.23)

0 < 0.01

AUROC 0.94
(95% CI: 0.90 to 0.97)

0.86
(95% CI 0.80 to 0.91)

0.90
(95% CI 0.84 to 0.94)

0.99
(95% CI 0.98 to 1.00)

< 0.01

aNPV, negative predictive value; PPV, positive predictive value; LR+, positive likelihood ratio; LR-, negative likelihood ratio; AUROC, area under receiver-operating
curve; NT-proBNP, amino terminal pro-brain natriuretic peptide; UE, ultrasound examination. bUE alone was statistically significantly more accurate in diagnosing
HF than the modified Boston criteria and NT-proBNP (better sensitivity, specificity, NPV, PPV, LR+, LR- and AUROC; P < 0.01). cThe combination of UE and NT-
proBNP was the supreme method in diagnosing HF in a prehospital setting; when compared with UE alone, it had equal results in sensitivity, NPV and LR- (P =
0.99) and significantly better results in specificity, PPV and AUROC (P < 0.01). Compared with Boston modified criteria or NT-proBNP alone, UE + NT-proBNP was
significantly better with regard to all characteristics (sensitivity, specificity, NPV, PPV, LR+, LR- and AUROC; P < 0.01). dThe comparison of the four methods was
done using the c2 test with the Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons. The AUROC accuracy of UE (lung comet-tail sign); NT-proBNP; Boston criteria for
diagnosing HF (clinical assessment); and the combination of ultrasound, NT-proBNP and Boston criteria were calculated and compared with univariate Z-score
testing. AUROC was compared using the technique proposed by Hanley and Mc Neil [20] and Jannuzzi et al. [21].

Prosen et al. Critical Care 2011, 15:R114
http://ccforum.com/content/15/2/R114
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Beside	Lung	Ultrasound	in	Emergency	
	
Etude	observaOonnelle	ayant	pour	

but	de	décrire	
	le	profil	échographique	de	pa4ents	
admis	pour	détresse	respiratoire	

METHODOLOGIE:	
-  Etude	échographique	de	401	paOents	consécuOfs	admis	pour	détresse	
respiratoire	

-  2	Opérateurs:	Gilles	Mezière	et	Daniel	Lichtenstein	
-  ConfrontaOon	des	données	de	l’échographie	pleuro-pulmonaire	aux	données	

diagnosOques	«	convenOonnelles	»	
-  Echographie	dans	les	20	premières	minutes	d’admission	et	durée	
U.S.	<	3	minutes	



B.L.U.E.	Protocol	
Eléments	de	sémiologie	échographique	recueillis:	

Ultrasound Approach

Ultrasound was performed (Hitachi-405; Hitachi Medical; Tokyo,
Japan) with a 5-MHz microconvex probe (Fig 1). Patients were
investigated in a semirecumbent position, or were supine if intu-
bated (n ! 35). Scans were longitudinal. The pleural line, sought
between two rib shadows, indicates the pleural layers. The normal
lung14 displays lung sliding, a movement in rhythm with respiration
at the pleural line, indicating sliding of the visceral pleura against the

parietal pleura,15 and A lines (Fig 2), these repetitive horizontal
artifacts arising from the pleural line generated by subpleural air,
which, either intraalveolar or pure (pneumothorax), blocks ultra-
sound waves. Normal interlobular septa are not detected. Three
signs with dual answers were assessed, as follow.

Artifact Analysis: A or B Lines: The B line is the name given to
an artifact with seven features: a hydroaeric comet-tail artifact;
arising from the pleural line; hyperechoic; well defined; spread-
ing up indefinitely; erasing A lines; and moving with lung sliding
when lung sliding is present (Fig 3). It reflects the coexistence of
elements with a major acoustic impedance gradient, such as fluid
and air. Fluid at the subpleural interlobular septum surrounded
by air-filled alveoli (ie, septal edema) fulfills this condition. Three
or more B lines in a single view are called B " lines. B " lines
indicate the subpleural part of interstitial syndrome.16 Other
comet-tail artifacts can be seen; none has B line characteristics.14

Lung Sliding: Present or Abolished: Abolition (Fig 4) occurs
when the visceral pleura does not slide against parietal pleura
(inflammatory adherences, loss of lung expansion, atelectasis,
apnea, chronic symphysis) or is separated (pneumothorax, pneu-
monectomy). If abolished lung sliding is associated with A lines,
the search for pneumothorax is mandatory. The lung point is a
specific sign of pneumothorax, alternating lung sliding and
abolished lung sliding plus A lines at the same location.17

Alveolar Consolidation and/or Pleural Effusion: Absent or
Present: Pleural effusion classically yields an anechoic-dependent
pattern (Fig 5),18 an inconstant criterion. The roughly quadran-
gular shape with a regular lower border (the visceral pleura,
called the lung line) was required for the diagnosis. The inspira-
tory shift of the lung line toward the pleural line is called the
sinusoid sign. The sensitivity of these signs is 92%, and specificity
is 97%.5,19 Alveolar consolidation20 results in fluid-filled alveoli.
The alveolar-interstitial interfaces generate reflections yielding a
tissular pattern, absence of the lung line, absence of the sinusoid
sign. Ultrasound sensitivity is 90%, and specificity is 98%.21

Figure 1. Ultrasound areas. Stage 1 defines the investigation of the
anterior chest wall (zone 1) in a supine patient (1# in this semire-
cumbent patient). Stage 2 adds the lateral wall (zone 2) [left panel].
Stage 3 adds the posterolateral chest wall using a short probe,
moving the patient only minimally (zone 3) [right panel]. Each wall
is divided into upper and lower halves, resulting in six areas of
investigation. Note the shape of the microconvex probe, which
allows satisfactory analysis of the intercostal space, and satisfactorily
controlled compression maneuvers at the veins investigated in this
study: internal jugular, subclavian, iliofemoropopliteal veins, and as
far as possible, inferior vena cava and calf veins.

Figure 2. Normal lung surface. Longitudinal scan of an inter-
costal space. Left panel: Pleural line and A line (real-time). The
pleural line is located 0.5 cm below the rib line in the adult. Its
visible length between two ribs in the longitudinal scan is
approximately 2 cm. The upper rib, pleural line, and lower rib
(vertical arrows) outline a characteristic pattern called the bat
sign. The horizontal lines arising from the pleural line (horizontal
arrows) are separated by regular intervals that are equal to the
distance between the skin and the pleural line. These were called
A lines. A lines are usually large (see upper line) but can be
shorter (lower line), which has no clinical significance. Right
panel: M mode. An obvious difference appears on either side of
the pleural line (arrow). The motionless superficial layers gener-
ate horizontal lines. Lung dynamics generate lung sliding (sandy
pattern). This pattern is called the seashore sign.

Figure 3. Interstitial syndrome. These vertical comet-tail arti-
facts arise strictly from the pleural line, are well defined (laser-
like), hyperechoic, move with lung sliding, spread to the edge of
the screen without fading, and erase A lines (dotted arrows
indicate their theoretical location). This pattern defines B lines.
Several B lines in a single view, reminiscent of a rocket at lift-off,
are called lung rockets, or B " lines (featuring here, B3 lines).
Diffuse lung rockets indicate interstitial syndrome. One or two B
lines in a single view, referred to as the b line, have no pathologic
significance. This patient had cardiogenic pulmonary edema.
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bated (n ! 35). Scans were longitudinal. The pleural line, sought
between two rib shadows, indicates the pleural layers. The normal
lung14 displays lung sliding, a movement in rhythm with respiration
at the pleural line, indicating sliding of the visceral pleura against the
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artifacts arising from the pleural line generated by subpleural air,
which, either intraalveolar or pure (pneumothorax), blocks ultra-
sound waves. Normal interlobular septa are not detected. Three
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by air-filled alveoli (ie, septal edema) fulfills this condition. Three
or more B lines in a single view are called B " lines. B " lines
indicate the subpleural part of interstitial syndrome.16 Other
comet-tail artifacts can be seen; none has B line characteristics.14

Lung Sliding: Present or Abolished: Abolition (Fig 4) occurs
when the visceral pleura does not slide against parietal pleura
(inflammatory adherences, loss of lung expansion, atelectasis,
apnea, chronic symphysis) or is separated (pneumothorax, pneu-
monectomy). If abolished lung sliding is associated with A lines,
the search for pneumothorax is mandatory. The lung point is a
specific sign of pneumothorax, alternating lung sliding and
abolished lung sliding plus A lines at the same location.17

Alveolar Consolidation and/or Pleural Effusion: Absent or
Present: Pleural effusion classically yields an anechoic-dependent
pattern (Fig 5),18 an inconstant criterion. The roughly quadran-
gular shape with a regular lower border (the visceral pleura,
called the lung line) was required for the diagnosis. The inspira-
tory shift of the lung line toward the pleural line is called the
sinusoid sign. The sensitivity of these signs is 92%, and specificity
is 97%.5,19 Alveolar consolidation20 results in fluid-filled alveoli.
The alveolar-interstitial interfaces generate reflections yielding a
tissular pattern, absence of the lung line, absence of the sinusoid
sign. Ultrasound sensitivity is 90%, and specificity is 98%.21

Figure 1. Ultrasound areas. Stage 1 defines the investigation of the
anterior chest wall (zone 1) in a supine patient (1# in this semire-
cumbent patient). Stage 2 adds the lateral wall (zone 2) [left panel].
Stage 3 adds the posterolateral chest wall using a short probe,
moving the patient only minimally (zone 3) [right panel]. Each wall
is divided into upper and lower halves, resulting in six areas of
investigation. Note the shape of the microconvex probe, which
allows satisfactory analysis of the intercostal space, and satisfactorily
controlled compression maneuvers at the veins investigated in this
study: internal jugular, subclavian, iliofemoropopliteal veins, and as
far as possible, inferior vena cava and calf veins.

Figure 2. Normal lung surface. Longitudinal scan of an inter-
costal space. Left panel: Pleural line and A line (real-time). The
pleural line is located 0.5 cm below the rib line in the adult. Its
visible length between two ribs in the longitudinal scan is
approximately 2 cm. The upper rib, pleural line, and lower rib
(vertical arrows) outline a characteristic pattern called the bat
sign. The horizontal lines arising from the pleural line (horizontal
arrows) are separated by regular intervals that are equal to the
distance between the skin and the pleural line. These were called
A lines. A lines are usually large (see upper line) but can be
shorter (lower line), which has no clinical significance. Right
panel: M mode. An obvious difference appears on either side of
the pleural line (arrow). The motionless superficial layers gener-
ate horizontal lines. Lung dynamics generate lung sliding (sandy
pattern). This pattern is called the seashore sign.

Figure 3. Interstitial syndrome. These vertical comet-tail arti-
facts arise strictly from the pleural line, are well defined (laser-
like), hyperechoic, move with lung sliding, spread to the edge of
the screen without fading, and erase A lines (dotted arrows
indicate their theoretical location). This pattern defines B lines.
Several B lines in a single view, reminiscent of a rocket at lift-off,
are called lung rockets, or B " lines (featuring here, B3 lines).
Diffuse lung rockets indicate interstitial syndrome. One or two B
lines in a single view, referred to as the b line, have no pathologic
significance. This patient had cardiogenic pulmonary edema.
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Deep venous thrombosis was sought using the same probe.22

Visualization of anatomic echoic intraluminal thrombosis or
absence of compressibility was considered as a positive finding
(Fig 1). An examination combined an anterior approach (analyz-
ing artifacts, lung sliding, alveolar consolidation), a lateral sub-
posterior search for posterolateral alveolar and/or pleural syn-
drome (PLAPS), and venous analysis.

Study Design

The signs observed in each disease were methodically col-
lected; then the ultrasound data were compared with the diag-
nosis established by the ICU team.

Results

This study included 260 patients with a definite
diagnosis: 140 men and 120 women (mean age, 68
years; range, 22 to 91 years; SD, 16 years).

Signs Observed

Pulmonary Edema: Pulmonary edema was ob-
served in 64 patients. Anterior-predominant bilateral
B ! lines were observed in 62 cases (diffuse in 59,
predominant involvement of lower halves in 3).
Anterior-predominant bilateral A lines were seen in
two cases. Anterior lung sliding was always pre-
served. In 56 cases, PLAPS was detectable. One
patient (with B ! lines) had internal jugular vein
thrombosis.

COPD: COPD was observed in 49 patients. In 38
cases, anterior-predominant bilateral A lines with
lung sliding and no PLAPS were observed. In five
cases, the same pattern with abolished lung sliding
(without lung point) was seen. Anterior-predominant
bilateral B lines were present in three cases, anterior
consolidation in one. PLAPS was seen in six cases.

Status Asthmaticus: Status asthmaticus was observed
in 34 patients. Asthma gave anterior-predominant A
lines with lung sliding in all cases, posterior consolida-
tion in one, and calf thrombosis in another.

Pulmonary Embolism: Pulmonary edema was ob-
served in 21 patients. Twenty patients had anterior-
predominant A lines with lung sliding. One had
anterior consolidation with absent lung sliding.
PLAPS was found in 11 patients. Seventeen patients
had venous thrombosis.

Pneumothorax: Pneumothorax was observed in
nine patients. Abolished anterior lung sliding was
associated with anterior-predominant A lines in all
cases. Lateroposterior lung point was present in
eight cases. PLAPS was found in five cases.

Pneumonia: Pneumonia was observed in 83 pa-
tients. In 75 cases, PLAPS was present. In six cases,
an anterior-predominant bilateral B ! pattern was
associated with lung sliding (with PLAPS in four
cases). In nine cases, anterior-predominant bilateral
B ! lines were associated with abolished lung sliding;

Figure 4. Pneumothorax. Left panel (real-time): one significant
item is the complete absence of the B line. Lower arrows: A lines;
upper arrow: pleural line. Right panel (M mode): this succession
of horizontal lines indicates complete absence of dynamics at, and
below, the pleural line (arrowheads). This pattern is called the
stratosphere sign. The lung point (not featured here) confidently
rules in the diagnosis.

Figure 5. Pleural effusion and alveolar consolidation; typical
example of PLAPS. Left panel: real-time, stage 2. The quad sign:
a pleural effusion on expiration (E) is delineated between the
pleural line (upper white arrows) and the lung line, always
regular, which indicates the visceral pleura (lower white arrows).
The shred sign: a lower-lobe alveolar consolidation (LL) yields a
tissular pattern, characteristically limited by the lung line (or the
pleural line when there is no effusion) and in depth by an
irregular border (black arrows), the shred line, as in connection
with aerated lung. Below, air artifacts are displayed. Between
consolidation and spleen (S) is the diaphragm, a basic landmark
in stage 2. Right panel: time-motion demonstrates the sinusoid
sign, a basic dynamic sign of pleural effusion. The sign will not be
generated by alveolar consolidation, which behaves like a solid
lesion.
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Deep venous thrombosis was sought using the same probe.22

Visualization of anatomic echoic intraluminal thrombosis or
absence of compressibility was considered as a positive finding
(Fig 1). An examination combined an anterior approach (analyz-
ing artifacts, lung sliding, alveolar consolidation), a lateral sub-
posterior search for posterolateral alveolar and/or pleural syn-
drome (PLAPS), and venous analysis.

Study Design

The signs observed in each disease were methodically col-
lected; then the ultrasound data were compared with the diag-
nosis established by the ICU team.

Results

This study included 260 patients with a definite
diagnosis: 140 men and 120 women (mean age, 68
years; range, 22 to 91 years; SD, 16 years).

Signs Observed

Pulmonary Edema: Pulmonary edema was ob-
served in 64 patients. Anterior-predominant bilateral
B ! lines were observed in 62 cases (diffuse in 59,
predominant involvement of lower halves in 3).
Anterior-predominant bilateral A lines were seen in
two cases. Anterior lung sliding was always pre-
served. In 56 cases, PLAPS was detectable. One
patient (with B ! lines) had internal jugular vein
thrombosis.

COPD: COPD was observed in 49 patients. In 38
cases, anterior-predominant bilateral A lines with
lung sliding and no PLAPS were observed. In five
cases, the same pattern with abolished lung sliding
(without lung point) was seen. Anterior-predominant
bilateral B lines were present in three cases, anterior
consolidation in one. PLAPS was seen in six cases.

Status Asthmaticus: Status asthmaticus was observed
in 34 patients. Asthma gave anterior-predominant A
lines with lung sliding in all cases, posterior consolida-
tion in one, and calf thrombosis in another.

Pulmonary Embolism: Pulmonary edema was ob-
served in 21 patients. Twenty patients had anterior-
predominant A lines with lung sliding. One had
anterior consolidation with absent lung sliding.
PLAPS was found in 11 patients. Seventeen patients
had venous thrombosis.

Pneumothorax: Pneumothorax was observed in
nine patients. Abolished anterior lung sliding was
associated with anterior-predominant A lines in all
cases. Lateroposterior lung point was present in
eight cases. PLAPS was found in five cases.

Pneumonia: Pneumonia was observed in 83 pa-
tients. In 75 cases, PLAPS was present. In six cases,
an anterior-predominant bilateral B ! pattern was
associated with lung sliding (with PLAPS in four
cases). In nine cases, anterior-predominant bilateral
B ! lines were associated with abolished lung sliding;

Figure 4. Pneumothorax. Left panel (real-time): one significant
item is the complete absence of the B line. Lower arrows: A lines;
upper arrow: pleural line. Right panel (M mode): this succession
of horizontal lines indicates complete absence of dynamics at, and
below, the pleural line (arrowheads). This pattern is called the
stratosphere sign. The lung point (not featured here) confidently
rules in the diagnosis.

Figure 5. Pleural effusion and alveolar consolidation; typical
example of PLAPS. Left panel: real-time, stage 2. The quad sign:
a pleural effusion on expiration (E) is delineated between the
pleural line (upper white arrows) and the lung line, always
regular, which indicates the visceral pleura (lower white arrows).
The shred sign: a lower-lobe alveolar consolidation (LL) yields a
tissular pattern, characteristically limited by the lung line (or the
pleural line when there is no effusion) and in depth by an
irregular border (black arrows), the shred line, as in connection
with aerated lung. Below, air artifacts are displayed. Between
consolidation and spleen (S) is the diaphragm, a basic landmark
in stage 2. Right panel: time-motion demonstrates the sinusoid
sign, a basic dynamic sign of pleural effusion. The sign will not be
generated by alveolar consolidation, which behaves like a solid
lesion.
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PLAPS was always associated. In 12 cases, anterior-
predominant B ! lines in one lung coexisted with
predominant A lines in the contralateral lung;
PLAPS was seen in 11 cases. In 18 cases, anterior
consolidations were observed; lung sliding was abol-
ished in 9 of them; PLAPS was associated in 16
cases. In 34 cases, an anterior-predominant A pat-
tern with lung sliding was associated with PLAPS.
Lung sliding was abolished in 28 cases. Three pa-
tients had a normal examination.

Ultrasound Accuracy

We retained characteristic combinations of signs
that produced specificities " 90% (Tables 3, 4). We
suggest a practical nomenclature that avoids repeti-
tive descriptions (Fig 6). The A profile designates
anterior predominant bilateral A lines associated
with lung sliding (with possible focalized B lines).

The A’ profile is an A profile with abolished lung
sliding and without lung point. The B profile desig-
nates anterior-predominant bilateral B ! lines asso-
ciated with lung sliding (with possible focalized A
lines). The B’ profile is a B profile with abolished
lung sliding. The A/B profile designates anterior-
predominant B ! lines on one side, predominant A
lines on the other. The C profile designates anterior
alveolar consolidation(s). PLAPS profile is described
in the Appendix. The normal profile associates the A
profile without PLAPS (regardless of posterior A or
B lines) [online document 1].

Ultrasound Accuracy Rates

For pulmonary edema, the B profile had 95%
specificity and 97% sensitivity. For COPD and
asthma (considered together for purposes of simplic-
ity), the normal profile had a 97% specificity and a

Table 3—Combined Results*

Diagnoses A Profile Plus PLAPS
Normal Profile, and A’
Profile Without PLAPS B Profile B’ Profile C Profile A/B Profile Lung Point

Pulmonary edema 2 0 621 0 0 0 0
COPD or asthma 4 751 3 0 1 0 0
Pulmonary embolism 108 109 0 0 10 0 0
Pneumothorax 0 1 0 0 0 0 8
Pneumonia 35 3 6 9 18 12 0

*Exponents indicate No. of cases with venous thrombosis (datum without exponent means negative venous exploration). To simplify this Table,
COPD and asthma are considered together; three columns in Table 2 were combined because analysis showed no loss in performance. One
patient with pneumonia and the A’ profile plus PLAPS was inserted in the A profile plus PLAPS column. The term lung point implies abolished
anterior sliding associated with anterior A lines.

Table 4—Accuracy of the Ultrasound Profiles*

Disease Ultrasound Signs Used Sensitivity, % Specificity, %
Positive Predictive

Value, %
Negative Predictive

Value, %

Cardiogenic pulmonary
edema

Diffuse bilateral anterior B! lines
associated with lung sliding (B profile)

97 (62/64) 95 (187/196) 87 (62/71) 99 (187/189)

COPD or asthma Predominant anterior A lines without
PLAPS and with lung sliding (normal
profile), or with absent lung sliding
without lung point

89 (74/83) 97 (172/177) 93 (74/79) 95 (172/181)

Pulmonary embolism Predominant anterior bilateral A lines
plus venous thrombosis

81 (17/21) 99 (238/239) 94 (17/18) 98 (238/242)

Pneumothorax Absent anterior lung sliding, absent
anterior B lines and present lung point

88 (8/9) 100 (251/251) 100 (8/8) 99 (251/252)

Pneumonia Diffuse bilateral anterior B! lines
associated with abolished lung sliding
(B’ profile)

11 (9/83) 100 (177/177) 100 (9/9) 70 (177/251)

Predominant anterior B! lines on one
side, predominant anterior A lines on
the other (A/B profile)

14.5 (12/83) 100 (177/177) 100 (12/12) 71.5 (177/248)

Anterior alveolar consolidation (C profile) 21.5 (18/83) 99 (175/177) 90 (18/20) 73 (175/240)
A profile plus PLAPS 42 (35/83) 96 (170/177) 83 (35/42) 78 (170/218)
A profile plus PLAPS, B’, A/B or C profile 89 (74/83) 94 (167/177) 88 (74/84) 95 (167/176)

*Data in parenthesis indicate No. of patients (total).
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89% sensitivity. For pulmonary embolism, the A
profile plus venous thrombosis showed 99% speci-
ficity and 81% sensitivity. For pneumothorax, absent
anterior lung sliding, anterior A lines, and a positive
search for lung point yielded 100% specificity and
88% sensitivity. For pneumonia, specificity and sen-
sitivity were, respectively, 100% and 11% for the B’
profile, 100% and 14% for the A/B profile, 99% and
11% for the C profile, and 96% and 42% for the A
profile plus PLAPS. These four profiles indicated
pneumonia with 94% specificity and 89% sensitivity.
For all patients, lung ultrasound yielded correct
diagnoses in 90.5% of cases.

Discussion

Briefly, the B profile (anterior interstitial syndrome
with lung sliding) indicated pulmonary edema. The B’
profile (lung sliding abolished) indicated pneumonia.
The A/B profile (asymmetric anterior interstitial syn-
drome) and the C profile (anterior consolidation) indi-
cated pneumonia, as did the A profile plus PLAPS. The
A profile plus venous thrombosis indicated pulmonary
embolism. A normal profile indicated COPD/asthma.

These results correspond to physiopathologic pat-
terns, particularly echoed by ultrasound artifacts,
that have been in clinical use since 1994.23 The
pleural line is superficial. Most acute disorders reach
it: acute interstitial changes involve deep as well as
subpleural areas16,24; most (98.5%) cases of acute
alveolar consolidation abut the pleura21; pneumotho-
rax and pleural effusions always abut the wall.14 The
high acoustic impedance gradient between air and
fluid generates artifacts. Air stops ultrasounds, and
fluid facilitates their transmission. The air-fluid ratio
is 1 in pneumothorax; roughly 0.98 in asthma, COPD,

and normal lungs25; roughly 0.95 in interstitial syn-
drome24; near zero in alveolar consolidation; and
zero in pleural effusion (online document 2).

COPD and asthma are bronchial diseases assumed
to yield a normal lung surface. This explains the
ability of ultrasound to distinguish these entities
from pulmonary edema.26

In pulmonary edema, the transudate under pressure
is pushed along interlobular septa against gravity, up to
the anterior wall, explaining the quasiconstant ante-
rior, symmetric interstitial patterns (indicating an-
terior Kerley lines). Edema of interlobular septa is
constant and early.27,28 The B profile (with or with-
out PLAPS due to gravitational filling of dependent
alveoli) characterizes pulmonary edema with high
accuracy. Posterior interstitial syndrome was not
sought, since gravitational interstitial changes are phys-
iologic.24 Pulmonary edema produces transsudate,
which is not supposed to generate inflammatory adher-
ences (a factor that may hinder lung sliding, see below).

Pulmonary embolism does not yield interstitial
change. A normal anterior lung surface was usually
seen, as previously reported.29 None of 92 patients
with anterior interstitial patterns had pulmonary
embolism. The positive predictive value of deep
venous thrombosis was 89%, but 94% if associated
with the A profile, suggesting that the search for
venous thrombosis should be associated with lung
analysis (Table 2). Pneumothorax features have been
extensively described.14,15,30

Pneumonia yields numerous signs. The frequent
abolition of lung sliding (B’ profile) is explainable by
inflammatory adherences due to exudate.31 Abol-
ished lung sliding again shows low specificity for
pneumothorax (22% positive predictive value here).
Pneumonia can be found in a wide variety of loca-

Figure 6. Ultrasound profiles. Left panel: The A profile is defined as predominant A lines plus lung
sliding at the anterior surface in supine or half-sitting patients (stage 1/1!). This profile suggests COPD,
embolism, and some posterior pneumonia. Pulmonary edema is nearly ruled out. Middle: The B profile
is defined as predominant B " lines in stage 1. This profile suggests cardiogenic pulmonary edema, and
nearly rules out COPD, pulmonary embolism, and pneumothorax. Right panel: an A/B " profile,
massive B lines at the left lung, A lines at the right lung. This profile is usually associated with
pneumonia.
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Ultrasound Approach

Ultrasound was performed (Hitachi-405; Hitachi Medical; Tokyo,
Japan) with a 5-MHz microconvex probe (Fig 1). Patients were
investigated in a semirecumbent position, or were supine if intu-
bated (n ! 35). Scans were longitudinal. The pleural line, sought
between two rib shadows, indicates the pleural layers. The normal
lung14 displays lung sliding, a movement in rhythm with respiration
at the pleural line, indicating sliding of the visceral pleura against the

parietal pleura,15 and A lines (Fig 2), these repetitive horizontal
artifacts arising from the pleural line generated by subpleural air,
which, either intraalveolar or pure (pneumothorax), blocks ultra-
sound waves. Normal interlobular septa are not detected. Three
signs with dual answers were assessed, as follow.

Artifact Analysis: A or B Lines: The B line is the name given to
an artifact with seven features: a hydroaeric comet-tail artifact;
arising from the pleural line; hyperechoic; well defined; spread-
ing up indefinitely; erasing A lines; and moving with lung sliding
when lung sliding is present (Fig 3). It reflects the coexistence of
elements with a major acoustic impedance gradient, such as fluid
and air. Fluid at the subpleural interlobular septum surrounded
by air-filled alveoli (ie, septal edema) fulfills this condition. Three
or more B lines in a single view are called B " lines. B " lines
indicate the subpleural part of interstitial syndrome.16 Other
comet-tail artifacts can be seen; none has B line characteristics.14

Lung Sliding: Present or Abolished: Abolition (Fig 4) occurs
when the visceral pleura does not slide against parietal pleura
(inflammatory adherences, loss of lung expansion, atelectasis,
apnea, chronic symphysis) or is separated (pneumothorax, pneu-
monectomy). If abolished lung sliding is associated with A lines,
the search for pneumothorax is mandatory. The lung point is a
specific sign of pneumothorax, alternating lung sliding and
abolished lung sliding plus A lines at the same location.17

Alveolar Consolidation and/or Pleural Effusion: Absent or
Present: Pleural effusion classically yields an anechoic-dependent
pattern (Fig 5),18 an inconstant criterion. The roughly quadran-
gular shape with a regular lower border (the visceral pleura,
called the lung line) was required for the diagnosis. The inspira-
tory shift of the lung line toward the pleural line is called the
sinusoid sign. The sensitivity of these signs is 92%, and specificity
is 97%.5,19 Alveolar consolidation20 results in fluid-filled alveoli.
The alveolar-interstitial interfaces generate reflections yielding a
tissular pattern, absence of the lung line, absence of the sinusoid
sign. Ultrasound sensitivity is 90%, and specificity is 98%.21

Figure 1. Ultrasound areas. Stage 1 defines the investigation of the
anterior chest wall (zone 1) in a supine patient (1# in this semire-
cumbent patient). Stage 2 adds the lateral wall (zone 2) [left panel].
Stage 3 adds the posterolateral chest wall using a short probe,
moving the patient only minimally (zone 3) [right panel]. Each wall
is divided into upper and lower halves, resulting in six areas of
investigation. Note the shape of the microconvex probe, which
allows satisfactory analysis of the intercostal space, and satisfactorily
controlled compression maneuvers at the veins investigated in this
study: internal jugular, subclavian, iliofemoropopliteal veins, and as
far as possible, inferior vena cava and calf veins.

Figure 2. Normal lung surface. Longitudinal scan of an inter-
costal space. Left panel: Pleural line and A line (real-time). The
pleural line is located 0.5 cm below the rib line in the adult. Its
visible length between two ribs in the longitudinal scan is
approximately 2 cm. The upper rib, pleural line, and lower rib
(vertical arrows) outline a characteristic pattern called the bat
sign. The horizontal lines arising from the pleural line (horizontal
arrows) are separated by regular intervals that are equal to the
distance between the skin and the pleural line. These were called
A lines. A lines are usually large (see upper line) but can be
shorter (lower line), which has no clinical significance. Right
panel: M mode. An obvious difference appears on either side of
the pleural line (arrow). The motionless superficial layers gener-
ate horizontal lines. Lung dynamics generate lung sliding (sandy
pattern). This pattern is called the seashore sign.

Figure 3. Interstitial syndrome. These vertical comet-tail arti-
facts arise strictly from the pleural line, are well defined (laser-
like), hyperechoic, move with lung sliding, spread to the edge of
the screen without fading, and erase A lines (dotted arrows
indicate their theoretical location). This pattern defines B lines.
Several B lines in a single view, reminiscent of a rocket at lift-off,
are called lung rockets, or B " lines (featuring here, B3 lines).
Diffuse lung rockets indicate interstitial syndrome. One or two B
lines in a single view, referred to as the b line, have no pathologic
significance. This patient had cardiogenic pulmonary edema.
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PLAPS was always associated. In 12 cases, anterior-
predominant B ! lines in one lung coexisted with
predominant A lines in the contralateral lung;
PLAPS was seen in 11 cases. In 18 cases, anterior
consolidations were observed; lung sliding was abol-
ished in 9 of them; PLAPS was associated in 16
cases. In 34 cases, an anterior-predominant A pat-
tern with lung sliding was associated with PLAPS.
Lung sliding was abolished in 28 cases. Three pa-
tients had a normal examination.

Ultrasound Accuracy

We retained characteristic combinations of signs
that produced specificities " 90% (Tables 3, 4). We
suggest a practical nomenclature that avoids repeti-
tive descriptions (Fig 6). The A profile designates
anterior predominant bilateral A lines associated
with lung sliding (with possible focalized B lines).

The A’ profile is an A profile with abolished lung
sliding and without lung point. The B profile desig-
nates anterior-predominant bilateral B ! lines asso-
ciated with lung sliding (with possible focalized A
lines). The B’ profile is a B profile with abolished
lung sliding. The A/B profile designates anterior-
predominant B ! lines on one side, predominant A
lines on the other. The C profile designates anterior
alveolar consolidation(s). PLAPS profile is described
in the Appendix. The normal profile associates the A
profile without PLAPS (regardless of posterior A or
B lines) [online document 1].

Ultrasound Accuracy Rates

For pulmonary edema, the B profile had 95%
specificity and 97% sensitivity. For COPD and
asthma (considered together for purposes of simplic-
ity), the normal profile had a 97% specificity and a

Table 3—Combined Results*

Diagnoses A Profile Plus PLAPS
Normal Profile, and A’
Profile Without PLAPS B Profile B’ Profile C Profile A/B Profile Lung Point

Pulmonary edema 2 0 621 0 0 0 0
COPD or asthma 4 751 3 0 1 0 0
Pulmonary embolism 108 109 0 0 10 0 0
Pneumothorax 0 1 0 0 0 0 8
Pneumonia 35 3 6 9 18 12 0

*Exponents indicate No. of cases with venous thrombosis (datum without exponent means negative venous exploration). To simplify this Table,
COPD and asthma are considered together; three columns in Table 2 were combined because analysis showed no loss in performance. One
patient with pneumonia and the A’ profile plus PLAPS was inserted in the A profile plus PLAPS column. The term lung point implies abolished
anterior sliding associated with anterior A lines.

Table 4—Accuracy of the Ultrasound Profiles*

Disease Ultrasound Signs Used Sensitivity, % Specificity, %
Positive Predictive

Value, %
Negative Predictive

Value, %

Cardiogenic pulmonary
edema

Diffuse bilateral anterior B! lines
associated with lung sliding (B profile)

97 (62/64) 95 (187/196) 87 (62/71) 99 (187/189)

COPD or asthma Predominant anterior A lines without
PLAPS and with lung sliding (normal
profile), or with absent lung sliding
without lung point

89 (74/83) 97 (172/177) 93 (74/79) 95 (172/181)

Pulmonary embolism Predominant anterior bilateral A lines
plus venous thrombosis

81 (17/21) 99 (238/239) 94 (17/18) 98 (238/242)

Pneumothorax Absent anterior lung sliding, absent
anterior B lines and present lung point

88 (8/9) 100 (251/251) 100 (8/8) 99 (251/252)

Pneumonia Diffuse bilateral anterior B! lines
associated with abolished lung sliding
(B’ profile)

11 (9/83) 100 (177/177) 100 (9/9) 70 (177/251)

Predominant anterior B! lines on one
side, predominant anterior A lines on
the other (A/B profile)

14.5 (12/83) 100 (177/177) 100 (12/12) 71.5 (177/248)

Anterior alveolar consolidation (C profile) 21.5 (18/83) 99 (175/177) 90 (18/20) 73 (175/240)
A profile plus PLAPS 42 (35/83) 96 (170/177) 83 (35/42) 78 (170/218)
A profile plus PLAPS, B’, A/B or C profile 89 (74/83) 94 (167/177) 88 (74/84) 95 (167/176)

*Data in parenthesis indicate No. of patients (total).
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Ultrasound Approach

Ultrasound was performed (Hitachi-405; Hitachi Medical; Tokyo,
Japan) with a 5-MHz microconvex probe (Fig 1). Patients were
investigated in a semirecumbent position, or were supine if intu-
bated (n ! 35). Scans were longitudinal. The pleural line, sought
between two rib shadows, indicates the pleural layers. The normal
lung14 displays lung sliding, a movement in rhythm with respiration
at the pleural line, indicating sliding of the visceral pleura against the

parietal pleura,15 and A lines (Fig 2), these repetitive horizontal
artifacts arising from the pleural line generated by subpleural air,
which, either intraalveolar or pure (pneumothorax), blocks ultra-
sound waves. Normal interlobular septa are not detected. Three
signs with dual answers were assessed, as follow.

Artifact Analysis: A or B Lines: The B line is the name given to
an artifact with seven features: a hydroaeric comet-tail artifact;
arising from the pleural line; hyperechoic; well defined; spread-
ing up indefinitely; erasing A lines; and moving with lung sliding
when lung sliding is present (Fig 3). It reflects the coexistence of
elements with a major acoustic impedance gradient, such as fluid
and air. Fluid at the subpleural interlobular septum surrounded
by air-filled alveoli (ie, septal edema) fulfills this condition. Three
or more B lines in a single view are called B " lines. B " lines
indicate the subpleural part of interstitial syndrome.16 Other
comet-tail artifacts can be seen; none has B line characteristics.14

Lung Sliding: Present or Abolished: Abolition (Fig 4) occurs
when the visceral pleura does not slide against parietal pleura
(inflammatory adherences, loss of lung expansion, atelectasis,
apnea, chronic symphysis) or is separated (pneumothorax, pneu-
monectomy). If abolished lung sliding is associated with A lines,
the search for pneumothorax is mandatory. The lung point is a
specific sign of pneumothorax, alternating lung sliding and
abolished lung sliding plus A lines at the same location.17

Alveolar Consolidation and/or Pleural Effusion: Absent or
Present: Pleural effusion classically yields an anechoic-dependent
pattern (Fig 5),18 an inconstant criterion. The roughly quadran-
gular shape with a regular lower border (the visceral pleura,
called the lung line) was required for the diagnosis. The inspira-
tory shift of the lung line toward the pleural line is called the
sinusoid sign. The sensitivity of these signs is 92%, and specificity
is 97%.5,19 Alveolar consolidation20 results in fluid-filled alveoli.
The alveolar-interstitial interfaces generate reflections yielding a
tissular pattern, absence of the lung line, absence of the sinusoid
sign. Ultrasound sensitivity is 90%, and specificity is 98%.21

Figure 1. Ultrasound areas. Stage 1 defines the investigation of the
anterior chest wall (zone 1) in a supine patient (1# in this semire-
cumbent patient). Stage 2 adds the lateral wall (zone 2) [left panel].
Stage 3 adds the posterolateral chest wall using a short probe,
moving the patient only minimally (zone 3) [right panel]. Each wall
is divided into upper and lower halves, resulting in six areas of
investigation. Note the shape of the microconvex probe, which
allows satisfactory analysis of the intercostal space, and satisfactorily
controlled compression maneuvers at the veins investigated in this
study: internal jugular, subclavian, iliofemoropopliteal veins, and as
far as possible, inferior vena cava and calf veins.

Figure 2. Normal lung surface. Longitudinal scan of an inter-
costal space. Left panel: Pleural line and A line (real-time). The
pleural line is located 0.5 cm below the rib line in the adult. Its
visible length between two ribs in the longitudinal scan is
approximately 2 cm. The upper rib, pleural line, and lower rib
(vertical arrows) outline a characteristic pattern called the bat
sign. The horizontal lines arising from the pleural line (horizontal
arrows) are separated by regular intervals that are equal to the
distance between the skin and the pleural line. These were called
A lines. A lines are usually large (see upper line) but can be
shorter (lower line), which has no clinical significance. Right
panel: M mode. An obvious difference appears on either side of
the pleural line (arrow). The motionless superficial layers gener-
ate horizontal lines. Lung dynamics generate lung sliding (sandy
pattern). This pattern is called the seashore sign.

Figure 3. Interstitial syndrome. These vertical comet-tail arti-
facts arise strictly from the pleural line, are well defined (laser-
like), hyperechoic, move with lung sliding, spread to the edge of
the screen without fading, and erase A lines (dotted arrows
indicate their theoretical location). This pattern defines B lines.
Several B lines in a single view, reminiscent of a rocket at lift-off,
are called lung rockets, or B " lines (featuring here, B3 lines).
Diffuse lung rockets indicate interstitial syndrome. One or two B
lines in a single view, referred to as the b line, have no pathologic
significance. This patient had cardiogenic pulmonary edema.
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Deep venous thrombosis was sought using the same probe.22

Visualization of anatomic echoic intraluminal thrombosis or
absence of compressibility was considered as a positive finding
(Fig 1). An examination combined an anterior approach (analyz-
ing artifacts, lung sliding, alveolar consolidation), a lateral sub-
posterior search for posterolateral alveolar and/or pleural syn-
drome (PLAPS), and venous analysis.

Study Design

The signs observed in each disease were methodically col-
lected; then the ultrasound data were compared with the diag-
nosis established by the ICU team.

Results

This study included 260 patients with a definite
diagnosis: 140 men and 120 women (mean age, 68
years; range, 22 to 91 years; SD, 16 years).

Signs Observed

Pulmonary Edema: Pulmonary edema was ob-
served in 64 patients. Anterior-predominant bilateral
B ! lines were observed in 62 cases (diffuse in 59,
predominant involvement of lower halves in 3).
Anterior-predominant bilateral A lines were seen in
two cases. Anterior lung sliding was always pre-
served. In 56 cases, PLAPS was detectable. One
patient (with B ! lines) had internal jugular vein
thrombosis.

COPD: COPD was observed in 49 patients. In 38
cases, anterior-predominant bilateral A lines with
lung sliding and no PLAPS were observed. In five
cases, the same pattern with abolished lung sliding
(without lung point) was seen. Anterior-predominant
bilateral B lines were present in three cases, anterior
consolidation in one. PLAPS was seen in six cases.

Status Asthmaticus: Status asthmaticus was observed
in 34 patients. Asthma gave anterior-predominant A
lines with lung sliding in all cases, posterior consolida-
tion in one, and calf thrombosis in another.

Pulmonary Embolism: Pulmonary edema was ob-
served in 21 patients. Twenty patients had anterior-
predominant A lines with lung sliding. One had
anterior consolidation with absent lung sliding.
PLAPS was found in 11 patients. Seventeen patients
had venous thrombosis.

Pneumothorax: Pneumothorax was observed in
nine patients. Abolished anterior lung sliding was
associated with anterior-predominant A lines in all
cases. Lateroposterior lung point was present in
eight cases. PLAPS was found in five cases.

Pneumonia: Pneumonia was observed in 83 pa-
tients. In 75 cases, PLAPS was present. In six cases,
an anterior-predominant bilateral B ! pattern was
associated with lung sliding (with PLAPS in four
cases). In nine cases, anterior-predominant bilateral
B ! lines were associated with abolished lung sliding;

Figure 4. Pneumothorax. Left panel (real-time): one significant
item is the complete absence of the B line. Lower arrows: A lines;
upper arrow: pleural line. Right panel (M mode): this succession
of horizontal lines indicates complete absence of dynamics at, and
below, the pleural line (arrowheads). This pattern is called the
stratosphere sign. The lung point (not featured here) confidently
rules in the diagnosis.

Figure 5. Pleural effusion and alveolar consolidation; typical
example of PLAPS. Left panel: real-time, stage 2. The quad sign:
a pleural effusion on expiration (E) is delineated between the
pleural line (upper white arrows) and the lung line, always
regular, which indicates the visceral pleura (lower white arrows).
The shred sign: a lower-lobe alveolar consolidation (LL) yields a
tissular pattern, characteristically limited by the lung line (or the
pleural line when there is no effusion) and in depth by an
irregular border (black arrows), the shred line, as in connection
with aerated lung. Below, air artifacts are displayed. Between
consolidation and spleen (S) is the diaphragm, a basic landmark
in stage 2. Right panel: time-motion demonstrates the sinusoid
sign, a basic dynamic sign of pleural effusion. The sign will not be
generated by alveolar consolidation, which behaves like a solid
lesion.
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PLAPS was always associated. In 12 cases, anterior-
predominant B ! lines in one lung coexisted with
predominant A lines in the contralateral lung;
PLAPS was seen in 11 cases. In 18 cases, anterior
consolidations were observed; lung sliding was abol-
ished in 9 of them; PLAPS was associated in 16
cases. In 34 cases, an anterior-predominant A pat-
tern with lung sliding was associated with PLAPS.
Lung sliding was abolished in 28 cases. Three pa-
tients had a normal examination.

Ultrasound Accuracy

We retained characteristic combinations of signs
that produced specificities " 90% (Tables 3, 4). We
suggest a practical nomenclature that avoids repeti-
tive descriptions (Fig 6). The A profile designates
anterior predominant bilateral A lines associated
with lung sliding (with possible focalized B lines).

The A’ profile is an A profile with abolished lung
sliding and without lung point. The B profile desig-
nates anterior-predominant bilateral B ! lines asso-
ciated with lung sliding (with possible focalized A
lines). The B’ profile is a B profile with abolished
lung sliding. The A/B profile designates anterior-
predominant B ! lines on one side, predominant A
lines on the other. The C profile designates anterior
alveolar consolidation(s). PLAPS profile is described
in the Appendix. The normal profile associates the A
profile without PLAPS (regardless of posterior A or
B lines) [online document 1].

Ultrasound Accuracy Rates

For pulmonary edema, the B profile had 95%
specificity and 97% sensitivity. For COPD and
asthma (considered together for purposes of simplic-
ity), the normal profile had a 97% specificity and a

Table 3—Combined Results*

Diagnoses A Profile Plus PLAPS
Normal Profile, and A’
Profile Without PLAPS B Profile B’ Profile C Profile A/B Profile Lung Point

Pulmonary edema 2 0 621 0 0 0 0
COPD or asthma 4 751 3 0 1 0 0
Pulmonary embolism 108 109 0 0 10 0 0
Pneumothorax 0 1 0 0 0 0 8
Pneumonia 35 3 6 9 18 12 0

*Exponents indicate No. of cases with venous thrombosis (datum without exponent means negative venous exploration). To simplify this Table,
COPD and asthma are considered together; three columns in Table 2 were combined because analysis showed no loss in performance. One
patient with pneumonia and the A’ profile plus PLAPS was inserted in the A profile plus PLAPS column. The term lung point implies abolished
anterior sliding associated with anterior A lines.

Table 4—Accuracy of the Ultrasound Profiles*

Disease Ultrasound Signs Used Sensitivity, % Specificity, %
Positive Predictive

Value, %
Negative Predictive

Value, %

Cardiogenic pulmonary
edema

Diffuse bilateral anterior B! lines
associated with lung sliding (B profile)

97 (62/64) 95 (187/196) 87 (62/71) 99 (187/189)

COPD or asthma Predominant anterior A lines without
PLAPS and with lung sliding (normal
profile), or with absent lung sliding
without lung point

89 (74/83) 97 (172/177) 93 (74/79) 95 (172/181)

Pulmonary embolism Predominant anterior bilateral A lines
plus venous thrombosis

81 (17/21) 99 (238/239) 94 (17/18) 98 (238/242)

Pneumothorax Absent anterior lung sliding, absent
anterior B lines and present lung point

88 (8/9) 100 (251/251) 100 (8/8) 99 (251/252)

Pneumonia Diffuse bilateral anterior B! lines
associated with abolished lung sliding
(B’ profile)

11 (9/83) 100 (177/177) 100 (9/9) 70 (177/251)

Predominant anterior B! lines on one
side, predominant anterior A lines on
the other (A/B profile)

14.5 (12/83) 100 (177/177) 100 (12/12) 71.5 (177/248)

Anterior alveolar consolidation (C profile) 21.5 (18/83) 99 (175/177) 90 (18/20) 73 (175/240)
A profile plus PLAPS 42 (35/83) 96 (170/177) 83 (35/42) 78 (170/218)
A profile plus PLAPS, B’, A/B or C profile 89 (74/83) 94 (167/177) 88 (74/84) 95 (167/176)

*Data in parenthesis indicate No. of patients (total).
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Ultrasound Approach

Ultrasound was performed (Hitachi-405; Hitachi Medical; Tokyo,
Japan) with a 5-MHz microconvex probe (Fig 1). Patients were
investigated in a semirecumbent position, or were supine if intu-
bated (n ! 35). Scans were longitudinal. The pleural line, sought
between two rib shadows, indicates the pleural layers. The normal
lung14 displays lung sliding, a movement in rhythm with respiration
at the pleural line, indicating sliding of the visceral pleura against the

parietal pleura,15 and A lines (Fig 2), these repetitive horizontal
artifacts arising from the pleural line generated by subpleural air,
which, either intraalveolar or pure (pneumothorax), blocks ultra-
sound waves. Normal interlobular septa are not detected. Three
signs with dual answers were assessed, as follow.

Artifact Analysis: A or B Lines: The B line is the name given to
an artifact with seven features: a hydroaeric comet-tail artifact;
arising from the pleural line; hyperechoic; well defined; spread-
ing up indefinitely; erasing A lines; and moving with lung sliding
when lung sliding is present (Fig 3). It reflects the coexistence of
elements with a major acoustic impedance gradient, such as fluid
and air. Fluid at the subpleural interlobular septum surrounded
by air-filled alveoli (ie, septal edema) fulfills this condition. Three
or more B lines in a single view are called B " lines. B " lines
indicate the subpleural part of interstitial syndrome.16 Other
comet-tail artifacts can be seen; none has B line characteristics.14

Lung Sliding: Present or Abolished: Abolition (Fig 4) occurs
when the visceral pleura does not slide against parietal pleura
(inflammatory adherences, loss of lung expansion, atelectasis,
apnea, chronic symphysis) or is separated (pneumothorax, pneu-
monectomy). If abolished lung sliding is associated with A lines,
the search for pneumothorax is mandatory. The lung point is a
specific sign of pneumothorax, alternating lung sliding and
abolished lung sliding plus A lines at the same location.17

Alveolar Consolidation and/or Pleural Effusion: Absent or
Present: Pleural effusion classically yields an anechoic-dependent
pattern (Fig 5),18 an inconstant criterion. The roughly quadran-
gular shape with a regular lower border (the visceral pleura,
called the lung line) was required for the diagnosis. The inspira-
tory shift of the lung line toward the pleural line is called the
sinusoid sign. The sensitivity of these signs is 92%, and specificity
is 97%.5,19 Alveolar consolidation20 results in fluid-filled alveoli.
The alveolar-interstitial interfaces generate reflections yielding a
tissular pattern, absence of the lung line, absence of the sinusoid
sign. Ultrasound sensitivity is 90%, and specificity is 98%.21

Figure 1. Ultrasound areas. Stage 1 defines the investigation of the
anterior chest wall (zone 1) in a supine patient (1# in this semire-
cumbent patient). Stage 2 adds the lateral wall (zone 2) [left panel].
Stage 3 adds the posterolateral chest wall using a short probe,
moving the patient only minimally (zone 3) [right panel]. Each wall
is divided into upper and lower halves, resulting in six areas of
investigation. Note the shape of the microconvex probe, which
allows satisfactory analysis of the intercostal space, and satisfactorily
controlled compression maneuvers at the veins investigated in this
study: internal jugular, subclavian, iliofemoropopliteal veins, and as
far as possible, inferior vena cava and calf veins.

Figure 2. Normal lung surface. Longitudinal scan of an inter-
costal space. Left panel: Pleural line and A line (real-time). The
pleural line is located 0.5 cm below the rib line in the adult. Its
visible length between two ribs in the longitudinal scan is
approximately 2 cm. The upper rib, pleural line, and lower rib
(vertical arrows) outline a characteristic pattern called the bat
sign. The horizontal lines arising from the pleural line (horizontal
arrows) are separated by regular intervals that are equal to the
distance between the skin and the pleural line. These were called
A lines. A lines are usually large (see upper line) but can be
shorter (lower line), which has no clinical significance. Right
panel: M mode. An obvious difference appears on either side of
the pleural line (arrow). The motionless superficial layers gener-
ate horizontal lines. Lung dynamics generate lung sliding (sandy
pattern). This pattern is called the seashore sign.

Figure 3. Interstitial syndrome. These vertical comet-tail arti-
facts arise strictly from the pleural line, are well defined (laser-
like), hyperechoic, move with lung sliding, spread to the edge of
the screen without fading, and erase A lines (dotted arrows
indicate their theoretical location). This pattern defines B lines.
Several B lines in a single view, reminiscent of a rocket at lift-off,
are called lung rockets, or B " lines (featuring here, B3 lines).
Diffuse lung rockets indicate interstitial syndrome. One or two B
lines in a single view, referred to as the b line, have no pathologic
significance. This patient had cardiogenic pulmonary edema.
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PLAPS was always associated. In 12 cases, anterior-
predominant B ! lines in one lung coexisted with
predominant A lines in the contralateral lung;
PLAPS was seen in 11 cases. In 18 cases, anterior
consolidations were observed; lung sliding was abol-
ished in 9 of them; PLAPS was associated in 16
cases. In 34 cases, an anterior-predominant A pat-
tern with lung sliding was associated with PLAPS.
Lung sliding was abolished in 28 cases. Three pa-
tients had a normal examination.

Ultrasound Accuracy

We retained characteristic combinations of signs
that produced specificities " 90% (Tables 3, 4). We
suggest a practical nomenclature that avoids repeti-
tive descriptions (Fig 6). The A profile designates
anterior predominant bilateral A lines associated
with lung sliding (with possible focalized B lines).

The A’ profile is an A profile with abolished lung
sliding and without lung point. The B profile desig-
nates anterior-predominant bilateral B ! lines asso-
ciated with lung sliding (with possible focalized A
lines). The B’ profile is a B profile with abolished
lung sliding. The A/B profile designates anterior-
predominant B ! lines on one side, predominant A
lines on the other. The C profile designates anterior
alveolar consolidation(s). PLAPS profile is described
in the Appendix. The normal profile associates the A
profile without PLAPS (regardless of posterior A or
B lines) [online document 1].

Ultrasound Accuracy Rates

For pulmonary edema, the B profile had 95%
specificity and 97% sensitivity. For COPD and
asthma (considered together for purposes of simplic-
ity), the normal profile had a 97% specificity and a

Table 3—Combined Results*

Diagnoses A Profile Plus PLAPS
Normal Profile, and A’
Profile Without PLAPS B Profile B’ Profile C Profile A/B Profile Lung Point

Pulmonary edema 2 0 621 0 0 0 0
COPD or asthma 4 751 3 0 1 0 0
Pulmonary embolism 108 109 0 0 10 0 0
Pneumothorax 0 1 0 0 0 0 8
Pneumonia 35 3 6 9 18 12 0

*Exponents indicate No. of cases with venous thrombosis (datum without exponent means negative venous exploration). To simplify this Table,
COPD and asthma are considered together; three columns in Table 2 were combined because analysis showed no loss in performance. One
patient with pneumonia and the A’ profile plus PLAPS was inserted in the A profile plus PLAPS column. The term lung point implies abolished
anterior sliding associated with anterior A lines.

Table 4—Accuracy of the Ultrasound Profiles*

Disease Ultrasound Signs Used Sensitivity, % Specificity, %
Positive Predictive

Value, %
Negative Predictive

Value, %

Cardiogenic pulmonary
edema

Diffuse bilateral anterior B! lines
associated with lung sliding (B profile)

97 (62/64) 95 (187/196) 87 (62/71) 99 (187/189)

COPD or asthma Predominant anterior A lines without
PLAPS and with lung sliding (normal
profile), or with absent lung sliding
without lung point

89 (74/83) 97 (172/177) 93 (74/79) 95 (172/181)

Pulmonary embolism Predominant anterior bilateral A lines
plus venous thrombosis

81 (17/21) 99 (238/239) 94 (17/18) 98 (238/242)

Pneumothorax Absent anterior lung sliding, absent
anterior B lines and present lung point

88 (8/9) 100 (251/251) 100 (8/8) 99 (251/252)

Pneumonia Diffuse bilateral anterior B! lines
associated with abolished lung sliding
(B’ profile)

11 (9/83) 100 (177/177) 100 (9/9) 70 (177/251)

Predominant anterior B! lines on one
side, predominant anterior A lines on
the other (A/B profile)

14.5 (12/83) 100 (177/177) 100 (12/12) 71.5 (177/248)

Anterior alveolar consolidation (C profile) 21.5 (18/83) 99 (175/177) 90 (18/20) 73 (175/240)
A profile plus PLAPS 42 (35/83) 96 (170/177) 83 (35/42) 78 (170/218)
A profile plus PLAPS, B’, A/B or C profile 89 (74/83) 94 (167/177) 88 (74/84) 95 (167/176)

*Data in parenthesis indicate No. of patients (total).
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Deep venous thrombosis was sought using the same probe.22

Visualization of anatomic echoic intraluminal thrombosis or
absence of compressibility was considered as a positive finding
(Fig 1). An examination combined an anterior approach (analyz-
ing artifacts, lung sliding, alveolar consolidation), a lateral sub-
posterior search for posterolateral alveolar and/or pleural syn-
drome (PLAPS), and venous analysis.

Study Design

The signs observed in each disease were methodically col-
lected; then the ultrasound data were compared with the diag-
nosis established by the ICU team.

Results

This study included 260 patients with a definite
diagnosis: 140 men and 120 women (mean age, 68
years; range, 22 to 91 years; SD, 16 years).

Signs Observed

Pulmonary Edema: Pulmonary edema was ob-
served in 64 patients. Anterior-predominant bilateral
B ! lines were observed in 62 cases (diffuse in 59,
predominant involvement of lower halves in 3).
Anterior-predominant bilateral A lines were seen in
two cases. Anterior lung sliding was always pre-
served. In 56 cases, PLAPS was detectable. One
patient (with B ! lines) had internal jugular vein
thrombosis.

COPD: COPD was observed in 49 patients. In 38
cases, anterior-predominant bilateral A lines with
lung sliding and no PLAPS were observed. In five
cases, the same pattern with abolished lung sliding
(without lung point) was seen. Anterior-predominant
bilateral B lines were present in three cases, anterior
consolidation in one. PLAPS was seen in six cases.

Status Asthmaticus: Status asthmaticus was observed
in 34 patients. Asthma gave anterior-predominant A
lines with lung sliding in all cases, posterior consolida-
tion in one, and calf thrombosis in another.

Pulmonary Embolism: Pulmonary edema was ob-
served in 21 patients. Twenty patients had anterior-
predominant A lines with lung sliding. One had
anterior consolidation with absent lung sliding.
PLAPS was found in 11 patients. Seventeen patients
had venous thrombosis.

Pneumothorax: Pneumothorax was observed in
nine patients. Abolished anterior lung sliding was
associated with anterior-predominant A lines in all
cases. Lateroposterior lung point was present in
eight cases. PLAPS was found in five cases.

Pneumonia: Pneumonia was observed in 83 pa-
tients. In 75 cases, PLAPS was present. In six cases,
an anterior-predominant bilateral B ! pattern was
associated with lung sliding (with PLAPS in four
cases). In nine cases, anterior-predominant bilateral
B ! lines were associated with abolished lung sliding;

Figure 4. Pneumothorax. Left panel (real-time): one significant
item is the complete absence of the B line. Lower arrows: A lines;
upper arrow: pleural line. Right panel (M mode): this succession
of horizontal lines indicates complete absence of dynamics at, and
below, the pleural line (arrowheads). This pattern is called the
stratosphere sign. The lung point (not featured here) confidently
rules in the diagnosis.

Figure 5. Pleural effusion and alveolar consolidation; typical
example of PLAPS. Left panel: real-time, stage 2. The quad sign:
a pleural effusion on expiration (E) is delineated between the
pleural line (upper white arrows) and the lung line, always
regular, which indicates the visceral pleura (lower white arrows).
The shred sign: a lower-lobe alveolar consolidation (LL) yields a
tissular pattern, characteristically limited by the lung line (or the
pleural line when there is no effusion) and in depth by an
irregular border (black arrows), the shred line, as in connection
with aerated lung. Below, air artifacts are displayed. Between
consolidation and spleen (S) is the diaphragm, a basic landmark
in stage 2. Right panel: time-motion demonstrates the sinusoid
sign, a basic dynamic sign of pleural effusion. The sign will not be
generated by alveolar consolidation, which behaves like a solid
lesion.
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PLAPS was always associated. In 12 cases, anterior-
predominant B ! lines in one lung coexisted with
predominant A lines in the contralateral lung;
PLAPS was seen in 11 cases. In 18 cases, anterior
consolidations were observed; lung sliding was abol-
ished in 9 of them; PLAPS was associated in 16
cases. In 34 cases, an anterior-predominant A pat-
tern with lung sliding was associated with PLAPS.
Lung sliding was abolished in 28 cases. Three pa-
tients had a normal examination.

Ultrasound Accuracy

We retained characteristic combinations of signs
that produced specificities " 90% (Tables 3, 4). We
suggest a practical nomenclature that avoids repeti-
tive descriptions (Fig 6). The A profile designates
anterior predominant bilateral A lines associated
with lung sliding (with possible focalized B lines).

The A’ profile is an A profile with abolished lung
sliding and without lung point. The B profile desig-
nates anterior-predominant bilateral B ! lines asso-
ciated with lung sliding (with possible focalized A
lines). The B’ profile is a B profile with abolished
lung sliding. The A/B profile designates anterior-
predominant B ! lines on one side, predominant A
lines on the other. The C profile designates anterior
alveolar consolidation(s). PLAPS profile is described
in the Appendix. The normal profile associates the A
profile without PLAPS (regardless of posterior A or
B lines) [online document 1].

Ultrasound Accuracy Rates

For pulmonary edema, the B profile had 95%
specificity and 97% sensitivity. For COPD and
asthma (considered together for purposes of simplic-
ity), the normal profile had a 97% specificity and a

Table 3—Combined Results*

Diagnoses A Profile Plus PLAPS
Normal Profile, and A’
Profile Without PLAPS B Profile B’ Profile C Profile A/B Profile Lung Point

Pulmonary edema 2 0 621 0 0 0 0
COPD or asthma 4 751 3 0 1 0 0
Pulmonary embolism 108 109 0 0 10 0 0
Pneumothorax 0 1 0 0 0 0 8
Pneumonia 35 3 6 9 18 12 0

*Exponents indicate No. of cases with venous thrombosis (datum without exponent means negative venous exploration). To simplify this Table,
COPD and asthma are considered together; three columns in Table 2 were combined because analysis showed no loss in performance. One
patient with pneumonia and the A’ profile plus PLAPS was inserted in the A profile plus PLAPS column. The term lung point implies abolished
anterior sliding associated with anterior A lines.

Table 4—Accuracy of the Ultrasound Profiles*

Disease Ultrasound Signs Used Sensitivity, % Specificity, %
Positive Predictive

Value, %
Negative Predictive

Value, %

Cardiogenic pulmonary
edema

Diffuse bilateral anterior B! lines
associated with lung sliding (B profile)

97 (62/64) 95 (187/196) 87 (62/71) 99 (187/189)

COPD or asthma Predominant anterior A lines without
PLAPS and with lung sliding (normal
profile), or with absent lung sliding
without lung point

89 (74/83) 97 (172/177) 93 (74/79) 95 (172/181)

Pulmonary embolism Predominant anterior bilateral A lines
plus venous thrombosis

81 (17/21) 99 (238/239) 94 (17/18) 98 (238/242)

Pneumothorax Absent anterior lung sliding, absent
anterior B lines and present lung point

88 (8/9) 100 (251/251) 100 (8/8) 99 (251/252)

Pneumonia Diffuse bilateral anterior B! lines
associated with abolished lung sliding
(B’ profile)

11 (9/83) 100 (177/177) 100 (9/9) 70 (177/251)

Predominant anterior B! lines on one
side, predominant anterior A lines on
the other (A/B profile)

14.5 (12/83) 100 (177/177) 100 (12/12) 71.5 (177/248)

Anterior alveolar consolidation (C profile) 21.5 (18/83) 99 (175/177) 90 (18/20) 73 (175/240)
A profile plus PLAPS 42 (35/83) 96 (170/177) 83 (35/42) 78 (170/218)
A profile plus PLAPS, B’, A/B or C profile 89 (74/83) 94 (167/177) 88 (74/84) 95 (167/176)

*Data in parenthesis indicate No. of patients (total).
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Ultrasound Approach

Ultrasound was performed (Hitachi-405; Hitachi Medical; Tokyo,
Japan) with a 5-MHz microconvex probe (Fig 1). Patients were
investigated in a semirecumbent position, or were supine if intu-
bated (n ! 35). Scans were longitudinal. The pleural line, sought
between two rib shadows, indicates the pleural layers. The normal
lung14 displays lung sliding, a movement in rhythm with respiration
at the pleural line, indicating sliding of the visceral pleura against the

parietal pleura,15 and A lines (Fig 2), these repetitive horizontal
artifacts arising from the pleural line generated by subpleural air,
which, either intraalveolar or pure (pneumothorax), blocks ultra-
sound waves. Normal interlobular septa are not detected. Three
signs with dual answers were assessed, as follow.

Artifact Analysis: A or B Lines: The B line is the name given to
an artifact with seven features: a hydroaeric comet-tail artifact;
arising from the pleural line; hyperechoic; well defined; spread-
ing up indefinitely; erasing A lines; and moving with lung sliding
when lung sliding is present (Fig 3). It reflects the coexistence of
elements with a major acoustic impedance gradient, such as fluid
and air. Fluid at the subpleural interlobular septum surrounded
by air-filled alveoli (ie, septal edema) fulfills this condition. Three
or more B lines in a single view are called B " lines. B " lines
indicate the subpleural part of interstitial syndrome.16 Other
comet-tail artifacts can be seen; none has B line characteristics.14

Lung Sliding: Present or Abolished: Abolition (Fig 4) occurs
when the visceral pleura does not slide against parietal pleura
(inflammatory adherences, loss of lung expansion, atelectasis,
apnea, chronic symphysis) or is separated (pneumothorax, pneu-
monectomy). If abolished lung sliding is associated with A lines,
the search for pneumothorax is mandatory. The lung point is a
specific sign of pneumothorax, alternating lung sliding and
abolished lung sliding plus A lines at the same location.17

Alveolar Consolidation and/or Pleural Effusion: Absent or
Present: Pleural effusion classically yields an anechoic-dependent
pattern (Fig 5),18 an inconstant criterion. The roughly quadran-
gular shape with a regular lower border (the visceral pleura,
called the lung line) was required for the diagnosis. The inspira-
tory shift of the lung line toward the pleural line is called the
sinusoid sign. The sensitivity of these signs is 92%, and specificity
is 97%.5,19 Alveolar consolidation20 results in fluid-filled alveoli.
The alveolar-interstitial interfaces generate reflections yielding a
tissular pattern, absence of the lung line, absence of the sinusoid
sign. Ultrasound sensitivity is 90%, and specificity is 98%.21

Figure 1. Ultrasound areas. Stage 1 defines the investigation of the
anterior chest wall (zone 1) in a supine patient (1# in this semire-
cumbent patient). Stage 2 adds the lateral wall (zone 2) [left panel].
Stage 3 adds the posterolateral chest wall using a short probe,
moving the patient only minimally (zone 3) [right panel]. Each wall
is divided into upper and lower halves, resulting in six areas of
investigation. Note the shape of the microconvex probe, which
allows satisfactory analysis of the intercostal space, and satisfactorily
controlled compression maneuvers at the veins investigated in this
study: internal jugular, subclavian, iliofemoropopliteal veins, and as
far as possible, inferior vena cava and calf veins.

Figure 2. Normal lung surface. Longitudinal scan of an inter-
costal space. Left panel: Pleural line and A line (real-time). The
pleural line is located 0.5 cm below the rib line in the adult. Its
visible length between two ribs in the longitudinal scan is
approximately 2 cm. The upper rib, pleural line, and lower rib
(vertical arrows) outline a characteristic pattern called the bat
sign. The horizontal lines arising from the pleural line (horizontal
arrows) are separated by regular intervals that are equal to the
distance between the skin and the pleural line. These were called
A lines. A lines are usually large (see upper line) but can be
shorter (lower line), which has no clinical significance. Right
panel: M mode. An obvious difference appears on either side of
the pleural line (arrow). The motionless superficial layers gener-
ate horizontal lines. Lung dynamics generate lung sliding (sandy
pattern). This pattern is called the seashore sign.

Figure 3. Interstitial syndrome. These vertical comet-tail arti-
facts arise strictly from the pleural line, are well defined (laser-
like), hyperechoic, move with lung sliding, spread to the edge of
the screen without fading, and erase A lines (dotted arrows
indicate their theoretical location). This pattern defines B lines.
Several B lines in a single view, reminiscent of a rocket at lift-off,
are called lung rockets, or B " lines (featuring here, B3 lines).
Diffuse lung rockets indicate interstitial syndrome. One or two B
lines in a single view, referred to as the b line, have no pathologic
significance. This patient had cardiogenic pulmonary edema.
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89% sensitivity. For pulmonary embolism, the A
profile plus venous thrombosis showed 99% speci-
ficity and 81% sensitivity. For pneumothorax, absent
anterior lung sliding, anterior A lines, and a positive
search for lung point yielded 100% specificity and
88% sensitivity. For pneumonia, specificity and sen-
sitivity were, respectively, 100% and 11% for the B’
profile, 100% and 14% for the A/B profile, 99% and
11% for the C profile, and 96% and 42% for the A
profile plus PLAPS. These four profiles indicated
pneumonia with 94% specificity and 89% sensitivity.
For all patients, lung ultrasound yielded correct
diagnoses in 90.5% of cases.

Discussion

Briefly, the B profile (anterior interstitial syndrome
with lung sliding) indicated pulmonary edema. The B’
profile (lung sliding abolished) indicated pneumonia.
The A/B profile (asymmetric anterior interstitial syn-
drome) and the C profile (anterior consolidation) indi-
cated pneumonia, as did the A profile plus PLAPS. The
A profile plus venous thrombosis indicated pulmonary
embolism. A normal profile indicated COPD/asthma.

These results correspond to physiopathologic pat-
terns, particularly echoed by ultrasound artifacts,
that have been in clinical use since 1994.23 The
pleural line is superficial. Most acute disorders reach
it: acute interstitial changes involve deep as well as
subpleural areas16,24; most (98.5%) cases of acute
alveolar consolidation abut the pleura21; pneumotho-
rax and pleural effusions always abut the wall.14 The
high acoustic impedance gradient between air and
fluid generates artifacts. Air stops ultrasounds, and
fluid facilitates their transmission. The air-fluid ratio
is 1 in pneumothorax; roughly 0.98 in asthma, COPD,

and normal lungs25; roughly 0.95 in interstitial syn-
drome24; near zero in alveolar consolidation; and
zero in pleural effusion (online document 2).

COPD and asthma are bronchial diseases assumed
to yield a normal lung surface. This explains the
ability of ultrasound to distinguish these entities
from pulmonary edema.26

In pulmonary edema, the transudate under pressure
is pushed along interlobular septa against gravity, up to
the anterior wall, explaining the quasiconstant ante-
rior, symmetric interstitial patterns (indicating an-
terior Kerley lines). Edema of interlobular septa is
constant and early.27,28 The B profile (with or with-
out PLAPS due to gravitational filling of dependent
alveoli) characterizes pulmonary edema with high
accuracy. Posterior interstitial syndrome was not
sought, since gravitational interstitial changes are phys-
iologic.24 Pulmonary edema produces transsudate,
which is not supposed to generate inflammatory adher-
ences (a factor that may hinder lung sliding, see below).

Pulmonary embolism does not yield interstitial
change. A normal anterior lung surface was usually
seen, as previously reported.29 None of 92 patients
with anterior interstitial patterns had pulmonary
embolism. The positive predictive value of deep
venous thrombosis was 89%, but 94% if associated
with the A profile, suggesting that the search for
venous thrombosis should be associated with lung
analysis (Table 2). Pneumothorax features have been
extensively described.14,15,30

Pneumonia yields numerous signs. The frequent
abolition of lung sliding (B’ profile) is explainable by
inflammatory adherences due to exudate.31 Abol-
ished lung sliding again shows low specificity for
pneumothorax (22% positive predictive value here).
Pneumonia can be found in a wide variety of loca-

Figure 6. Ultrasound profiles. Left panel: The A profile is defined as predominant A lines plus lung
sliding at the anterior surface in supine or half-sitting patients (stage 1/1!). This profile suggests COPD,
embolism, and some posterior pneumonia. Pulmonary edema is nearly ruled out. Middle: The B profile
is defined as predominant B " lines in stage 1. This profile suggests cardiogenic pulmonary edema, and
nearly rules out COPD, pulmonary embolism, and pneumothorax. Right panel: an A/B " profile,
massive B lines at the left lung, A lines at the right lung. This profile is usually associated with
pneumonia.
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PLAPS was always associated. In 12 cases, anterior-
predominant B ! lines in one lung coexisted with
predominant A lines in the contralateral lung;
PLAPS was seen in 11 cases. In 18 cases, anterior
consolidations were observed; lung sliding was abol-
ished in 9 of them; PLAPS was associated in 16
cases. In 34 cases, an anterior-predominant A pat-
tern with lung sliding was associated with PLAPS.
Lung sliding was abolished in 28 cases. Three pa-
tients had a normal examination.

Ultrasound Accuracy

We retained characteristic combinations of signs
that produced specificities " 90% (Tables 3, 4). We
suggest a practical nomenclature that avoids repeti-
tive descriptions (Fig 6). The A profile designates
anterior predominant bilateral A lines associated
with lung sliding (with possible focalized B lines).

The A’ profile is an A profile with abolished lung
sliding and without lung point. The B profile desig-
nates anterior-predominant bilateral B ! lines asso-
ciated with lung sliding (with possible focalized A
lines). The B’ profile is a B profile with abolished
lung sliding. The A/B profile designates anterior-
predominant B ! lines on one side, predominant A
lines on the other. The C profile designates anterior
alveolar consolidation(s). PLAPS profile is described
in the Appendix. The normal profile associates the A
profile without PLAPS (regardless of posterior A or
B lines) [online document 1].

Ultrasound Accuracy Rates

For pulmonary edema, the B profile had 95%
specificity and 97% sensitivity. For COPD and
asthma (considered together for purposes of simplic-
ity), the normal profile had a 97% specificity and a

Table 3—Combined Results*

Diagnoses A Profile Plus PLAPS
Normal Profile, and A’
Profile Without PLAPS B Profile B’ Profile C Profile A/B Profile Lung Point

Pulmonary edema 2 0 621 0 0 0 0
COPD or asthma 4 751 3 0 1 0 0
Pulmonary embolism 108 109 0 0 10 0 0
Pneumothorax 0 1 0 0 0 0 8
Pneumonia 35 3 6 9 18 12 0

*Exponents indicate No. of cases with venous thrombosis (datum without exponent means negative venous exploration). To simplify this Table,
COPD and asthma are considered together; three columns in Table 2 were combined because analysis showed no loss in performance. One
patient with pneumonia and the A’ profile plus PLAPS was inserted in the A profile plus PLAPS column. The term lung point implies abolished
anterior sliding associated with anterior A lines.

Table 4—Accuracy of the Ultrasound Profiles*

Disease Ultrasound Signs Used Sensitivity, % Specificity, %
Positive Predictive

Value, %
Negative Predictive

Value, %

Cardiogenic pulmonary
edema

Diffuse bilateral anterior B! lines
associated with lung sliding (B profile)

97 (62/64) 95 (187/196) 87 (62/71) 99 (187/189)

COPD or asthma Predominant anterior A lines without
PLAPS and with lung sliding (normal
profile), or with absent lung sliding
without lung point

89 (74/83) 97 (172/177) 93 (74/79) 95 (172/181)

Pulmonary embolism Predominant anterior bilateral A lines
plus venous thrombosis

81 (17/21) 99 (238/239) 94 (17/18) 98 (238/242)

Pneumothorax Absent anterior lung sliding, absent
anterior B lines and present lung point

88 (8/9) 100 (251/251) 100 (8/8) 99 (251/252)

Pneumonia Diffuse bilateral anterior B! lines
associated with abolished lung sliding
(B’ profile)

11 (9/83) 100 (177/177) 100 (9/9) 70 (177/251)

Predominant anterior B! lines on one
side, predominant anterior A lines on
the other (A/B profile)

14.5 (12/83) 100 (177/177) 100 (12/12) 71.5 (177/248)

Anterior alveolar consolidation (C profile) 21.5 (18/83) 99 (175/177) 90 (18/20) 73 (175/240)
A profile plus PLAPS 42 (35/83) 96 (170/177) 83 (35/42) 78 (170/218)
A profile plus PLAPS, B’, A/B or C profile 89 (74/83) 94 (167/177) 88 (74/84) 95 (167/176)

*Data in parenthesis indicate No. of patients (total).
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Ultrasound Approach

Ultrasound was performed (Hitachi-405; Hitachi Medical; Tokyo,
Japan) with a 5-MHz microconvex probe (Fig 1). Patients were
investigated in a semirecumbent position, or were supine if intu-
bated (n ! 35). Scans were longitudinal. The pleural line, sought
between two rib shadows, indicates the pleural layers. The normal
lung14 displays lung sliding, a movement in rhythm with respiration
at the pleural line, indicating sliding of the visceral pleura against the

parietal pleura,15 and A lines (Fig 2), these repetitive horizontal
artifacts arising from the pleural line generated by subpleural air,
which, either intraalveolar or pure (pneumothorax), blocks ultra-
sound waves. Normal interlobular septa are not detected. Three
signs with dual answers were assessed, as follow.

Artifact Analysis: A or B Lines: The B line is the name given to
an artifact with seven features: a hydroaeric comet-tail artifact;
arising from the pleural line; hyperechoic; well defined; spread-
ing up indefinitely; erasing A lines; and moving with lung sliding
when lung sliding is present (Fig 3). It reflects the coexistence of
elements with a major acoustic impedance gradient, such as fluid
and air. Fluid at the subpleural interlobular septum surrounded
by air-filled alveoli (ie, septal edema) fulfills this condition. Three
or more B lines in a single view are called B " lines. B " lines
indicate the subpleural part of interstitial syndrome.16 Other
comet-tail artifacts can be seen; none has B line characteristics.14

Lung Sliding: Present or Abolished: Abolition (Fig 4) occurs
when the visceral pleura does not slide against parietal pleura
(inflammatory adherences, loss of lung expansion, atelectasis,
apnea, chronic symphysis) or is separated (pneumothorax, pneu-
monectomy). If abolished lung sliding is associated with A lines,
the search for pneumothorax is mandatory. The lung point is a
specific sign of pneumothorax, alternating lung sliding and
abolished lung sliding plus A lines at the same location.17

Alveolar Consolidation and/or Pleural Effusion: Absent or
Present: Pleural effusion classically yields an anechoic-dependent
pattern (Fig 5),18 an inconstant criterion. The roughly quadran-
gular shape with a regular lower border (the visceral pleura,
called the lung line) was required for the diagnosis. The inspira-
tory shift of the lung line toward the pleural line is called the
sinusoid sign. The sensitivity of these signs is 92%, and specificity
is 97%.5,19 Alveolar consolidation20 results in fluid-filled alveoli.
The alveolar-interstitial interfaces generate reflections yielding a
tissular pattern, absence of the lung line, absence of the sinusoid
sign. Ultrasound sensitivity is 90%, and specificity is 98%.21

Figure 1. Ultrasound areas. Stage 1 defines the investigation of the
anterior chest wall (zone 1) in a supine patient (1# in this semire-
cumbent patient). Stage 2 adds the lateral wall (zone 2) [left panel].
Stage 3 adds the posterolateral chest wall using a short probe,
moving the patient only minimally (zone 3) [right panel]. Each wall
is divided into upper and lower halves, resulting in six areas of
investigation. Note the shape of the microconvex probe, which
allows satisfactory analysis of the intercostal space, and satisfactorily
controlled compression maneuvers at the veins investigated in this
study: internal jugular, subclavian, iliofemoropopliteal veins, and as
far as possible, inferior vena cava and calf veins.

Figure 2. Normal lung surface. Longitudinal scan of an inter-
costal space. Left panel: Pleural line and A line (real-time). The
pleural line is located 0.5 cm below the rib line in the adult. Its
visible length between two ribs in the longitudinal scan is
approximately 2 cm. The upper rib, pleural line, and lower rib
(vertical arrows) outline a characteristic pattern called the bat
sign. The horizontal lines arising from the pleural line (horizontal
arrows) are separated by regular intervals that are equal to the
distance between the skin and the pleural line. These were called
A lines. A lines are usually large (see upper line) but can be
shorter (lower line), which has no clinical significance. Right
panel: M mode. An obvious difference appears on either side of
the pleural line (arrow). The motionless superficial layers gener-
ate horizontal lines. Lung dynamics generate lung sliding (sandy
pattern). This pattern is called the seashore sign.

Figure 3. Interstitial syndrome. These vertical comet-tail arti-
facts arise strictly from the pleural line, are well defined (laser-
like), hyperechoic, move with lung sliding, spread to the edge of
the screen without fading, and erase A lines (dotted arrows
indicate their theoretical location). This pattern defines B lines.
Several B lines in a single view, reminiscent of a rocket at lift-off,
are called lung rockets, or B " lines (featuring here, B3 lines).
Diffuse lung rockets indicate interstitial syndrome. One or two B
lines in a single view, referred to as the b line, have no pathologic
significance. This patient had cardiogenic pulmonary edema.
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Deep venous thrombosis was sought using the same probe.22

Visualization of anatomic echoic intraluminal thrombosis or
absence of compressibility was considered as a positive finding
(Fig 1). An examination combined an anterior approach (analyz-
ing artifacts, lung sliding, alveolar consolidation), a lateral sub-
posterior search for posterolateral alveolar and/or pleural syn-
drome (PLAPS), and venous analysis.

Study Design

The signs observed in each disease were methodically col-
lected; then the ultrasound data were compared with the diag-
nosis established by the ICU team.

Results

This study included 260 patients with a definite
diagnosis: 140 men and 120 women (mean age, 68
years; range, 22 to 91 years; SD, 16 years).

Signs Observed

Pulmonary Edema: Pulmonary edema was ob-
served in 64 patients. Anterior-predominant bilateral
B ! lines were observed in 62 cases (diffuse in 59,
predominant involvement of lower halves in 3).
Anterior-predominant bilateral A lines were seen in
two cases. Anterior lung sliding was always pre-
served. In 56 cases, PLAPS was detectable. One
patient (with B ! lines) had internal jugular vein
thrombosis.

COPD: COPD was observed in 49 patients. In 38
cases, anterior-predominant bilateral A lines with
lung sliding and no PLAPS were observed. In five
cases, the same pattern with abolished lung sliding
(without lung point) was seen. Anterior-predominant
bilateral B lines were present in three cases, anterior
consolidation in one. PLAPS was seen in six cases.

Status Asthmaticus: Status asthmaticus was observed
in 34 patients. Asthma gave anterior-predominant A
lines with lung sliding in all cases, posterior consolida-
tion in one, and calf thrombosis in another.

Pulmonary Embolism: Pulmonary edema was ob-
served in 21 patients. Twenty patients had anterior-
predominant A lines with lung sliding. One had
anterior consolidation with absent lung sliding.
PLAPS was found in 11 patients. Seventeen patients
had venous thrombosis.

Pneumothorax: Pneumothorax was observed in
nine patients. Abolished anterior lung sliding was
associated with anterior-predominant A lines in all
cases. Lateroposterior lung point was present in
eight cases. PLAPS was found in five cases.

Pneumonia: Pneumonia was observed in 83 pa-
tients. In 75 cases, PLAPS was present. In six cases,
an anterior-predominant bilateral B ! pattern was
associated with lung sliding (with PLAPS in four
cases). In nine cases, anterior-predominant bilateral
B ! lines were associated with abolished lung sliding;

Figure 4. Pneumothorax. Left panel (real-time): one significant
item is the complete absence of the B line. Lower arrows: A lines;
upper arrow: pleural line. Right panel (M mode): this succession
of horizontal lines indicates complete absence of dynamics at, and
below, the pleural line (arrowheads). This pattern is called the
stratosphere sign. The lung point (not featured here) confidently
rules in the diagnosis.

Figure 5. Pleural effusion and alveolar consolidation; typical
example of PLAPS. Left panel: real-time, stage 2. The quad sign:
a pleural effusion on expiration (E) is delineated between the
pleural line (upper white arrows) and the lung line, always
regular, which indicates the visceral pleura (lower white arrows).
The shred sign: a lower-lobe alveolar consolidation (LL) yields a
tissular pattern, characteristically limited by the lung line (or the
pleural line when there is no effusion) and in depth by an
irregular border (black arrows), the shred line, as in connection
with aerated lung. Below, air artifacts are displayed. Between
consolidation and spleen (S) is the diaphragm, a basic landmark
in stage 2. Right panel: time-motion demonstrates the sinusoid
sign, a basic dynamic sign of pleural effusion. The sign will not be
generated by alveolar consolidation, which behaves like a solid
lesion.
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tions, which explains the asymmetric patterns (AB
profile), anterior consolidations (C profile), or lack of
anterior interstitial patterns (A profile). Note that
among seven patients initiating ARDS from pneu-
monia, only one had the B profile. Briefly, ultra-
sound highlighted distinctions between pneumonia
and pulmonary edema. If confirmed by further data,
this may provide a potential means of differentiating
hemodynamic from permeability-related pulmonary
edema.

Suggested Algorithm

Anterior lung sliding is checked first. Its presence
discounts pneumothorax. Anterior B lines are sought.
The B profile suggests pulmonary edema. The B’, A/B,
and C profiles suggest pneumonia. The A profile
prompts a search for venous thrombosis. If present,
pulmonary embolism is considered. If absent, PLAPS is
sought. Its presence (A profile plus PLAPS) suggests
pneumonia; its absence (normal profile) suggests
COPD/asthma (Fig 7).

This algorithm, using ultrasound alone, would have
retrospectively given an accurate diagnosis in 90.5% of
cases. Its routine integration into the clinical approach
would give even better results. This algorithm was
called Bedside Lung Ultrasound in Emergency—the
BLUE protocol. When your patient is blue, promptly
perform a BLUE protocol. The absence of echocardi-
ography in this algorithm stems from the fact that, even
if yielding data of primary importance, it gives indirect
arguments, whereas lung ultrasound provides a direct
approach to acute respiratory failure. In practice, a
cardiac analysis completes our approach.

Clinical Implications

Using lung ultrasound saves time and decreases
the need for CT, whose drawbacks include delayed-
care implementation, irradiation,32–34 cost (therefore
available only in resource-rich countries), and the re-
quired supine position. Lung ultrasound is nearly
equivalent to CT in detecting most disorders,5 can be
repeated at will, and provides additional information.35

Online document 1 shows the number of erroneous
initial diagnoses using conventional tools. One fourth of
the patients in the first 2 h had erroneous or uncertain
initial diagnoses. Many more received inappropriate
therapy.

Lung ultrasound generates standardized, repro-
ducible patterns, explaining the high interobserver
agreement.5,11,21 Feasibility is high. Lung ultrasound
may appear complex at first sight but simply requires
a change in thinking.36 Once the process has been
learned, a step-by-step use will make it routine.37–44

Limitations

The operators in this study have several years of
experience. They were not blinded to the patient’s
clinical presentation, yet ultrasound profiles were
established based on objective signs.

Among the erroneous results (9.5%), some re-
sulted from limitations of this simplified ultrasound
approach: problems distinguishing pulmonary edema
and interstitial pneumonia, or embolism without
thrombosis. Others can be explained by possible
flaws in the reference tests: “decompensated COPD”
associated with the B profile or PLAPS, or “pulmo-
nary edema” without the B profile.

Figure 7. A decision tree utilizing lung ultrasonography to guide diagnosis of severe dyspnea.
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	APPLICATION	PRATIQUE	AUX	URGENCES	

Lung	ultrasound	is	an	accurate	diagnos4c	tool	for	the	diagnosis	of	
pneumonia	in	the	emergency	department.	
Cortellaro	et	al.	Emerg	Med	J,	Janvier	2012	

•  120	paOents	admis	pour	suspicion	de	PNP:	81	diagnosOc	retenu	
(67,5%)	

•  RT	à	l’admission:	VP:	54/81	(Se	67%)	et	VN:	33/39	(Sp	85%)	
•  US	à	l’admission:	VP:	80/81	(Se	98	%)	et	VN:	37/39	(Sp	95%)	

•  Faisabilité	100	%	et	durée	examen	US	<	5	minutes	

•  Remarques:	
Ø Opérateur	entrainé	
Ø Méthode	diagnosOque	de	référence	discutable	
	

APPLICATION	PRATIQUE	AUX	URGENCES	

A	comparison	of	different	diagnos4c	tests	in	the	bedside	evalua4on	of	
pleuri4c	pain	in	the	ED.	
Volpicelli	et	al.	Am	J	Emerg	Med,	Février	2012	

	
	
•  49	paOents	en	rétrospecOf	et	41	en	prospecOf	=>	90	pa4ents	se	
présentant	au	SAU	avec	une	«	douleur	de	type	pleurale	»	et	RT	

jugée	normale	
•  57	diagnosOcs	de	douleur	pariétale,	22	PNP,	2	pleurésies,	7	EP,	1	

K	Pulm	et	1	PNT	
•  US	au	SAU:	Se	97	%	et	Sp	96	%	

•  AUC	pour	la	prédic4on	de	lésion	radio-occulte:	0,967	(IC:	
0,929-1,00)	

LE	«	TOUT	»	ÉCHOGRAPHIE	PULMONAIRE	???	
Probablement	pas…	

Les	stratégies	diagnosOques	combinées=	démarche	«	écho-clinique	»	
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Conclusion	:	échographie	pleuro-pulmonaire	
	(et	plus…)	

La	démarche	«	Echographie	Clinique	»	
Une	réflexion	échographique		«	clinicienne	»	intégrée	
RESEARCH Open Access

Rapid evaluation by lung-cardiac-inferior
vena cava (LCI) integrated ultrasound for
differentiating heart failure from pulmonary
disease as the cause of acute dyspnea in the
emergency setting
Katsuya Kajimoto1*, Keiko Madeen1, Tomoko Nakayama2, Hiroki Tsudo3, Tadahide Kuroda1 and Takashi Abe3

Abstract

Background: Rapid and accurate diagnosis and management can be lifesaving for patients with acute dyspnea.
However, making a differential diagnosis and selecting early treatment for patients with acute dyspnea in the
emergency setting is a clinical challenge that requires complex decision-making in order to achieve hemodynamic
balance, improve functional capacity, and decrease mortality. In the present study, we examined the screening
potential of rapid evaluation by lung-cardiac-inferior vena cava (LCI) integrated ultrasound for differentiating
acute heart failure syndromes (AHFS) from primary pulmonary disease in patients with acute dyspnea in the
emergency setting.

Methods: Between March 2011 and March 2012, 90 consecutive patients (45 women, 78.1 ± 9.9 years) admitted to
the emergency room of our hospital for acute dyspnea were enrolled. Within 30 minutes of admission, all patients
underwent conventional physical examination, rapid ultrasound (lung-cardiac-inferior vena cava [LCI] integrated
ultrasound) examination with a hand-held device, routine laboratory tests, measurement of brain natriuretic
peptide, and chest X-ray in the emergency room.

Results: The final diagnosis was acute dyspnea due to AHFS in 53 patients, acute dyspnea due to pulmonary
disease despite a history of heart failure in 18 patients, and acute dyspnea due to pulmonary disease in 19 patients.
Lung ultrasound alone showed a sensitivity, specificity, negative predictive value, and positive predictive value of
96.2, 54.0, 90.9, and 75.0%, respectively, for differentiating AHFS from pulmonary disease. On the other hand,
LCI integrated ultrasound had a sensitivity, specificity, negative predictive value, and positive predictive value of
94.3, 91.9, 91.9, and 94.3%, respectively.

Conclusions: Our study demonstrated that rapid evaluation by LCI integrated ultrasound is extremely accurate
for differentiating acute dyspnea due to AHFS from that caused by primary pulmonary disease in the
emergency setting.
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Abstract

Background: Rapid and accurate diagnosis and management can be lifesaving for patients with acute dyspnea.
However, making a differential diagnosis and selecting early treatment for patients with acute dyspnea in the
emergency setting is a clinical challenge that requires complex decision-making in order to achieve hemodynamic
balance, improve functional capacity, and decrease mortality. In the present study, we examined the screening
potential of rapid evaluation by lung-cardiac-inferior vena cava (LCI) integrated ultrasound for differentiating
acute heart failure syndromes (AHFS) from primary pulmonary disease in patients with acute dyspnea in the
emergency setting.

Methods: Between March 2011 and March 2012, 90 consecutive patients (45 women, 78.1 ± 9.9 years) admitted to
the emergency room of our hospital for acute dyspnea were enrolled. Within 30 minutes of admission, all patients
underwent conventional physical examination, rapid ultrasound (lung-cardiac-inferior vena cava [LCI] integrated
ultrasound) examination with a hand-held device, routine laboratory tests, measurement of brain natriuretic
peptide, and chest X-ray in the emergency room.

Results: The final diagnosis was acute dyspnea due to AHFS in 53 patients, acute dyspnea due to pulmonary
disease despite a history of heart failure in 18 patients, and acute dyspnea due to pulmonary disease in 19 patients.
Lung ultrasound alone showed a sensitivity, specificity, negative predictive value, and positive predictive value of
96.2, 54.0, 90.9, and 75.0%, respectively, for differentiating AHFS from pulmonary disease. On the other hand,
LCI integrated ultrasound had a sensitivity, specificity, negative predictive value, and positive predictive value of
94.3, 91.9, 91.9, and 94.3%, respectively.

Conclusions: Our study demonstrated that rapid evaluation by LCI integrated ultrasound is extremely accurate
for differentiating acute dyspnea due to AHFS from that caused by primary pulmonary disease in the
emergency setting.
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the width of the regurgitant jet at its origin esti-
mated by visual inspection. A positive cardiac ultra-
sound examination meant that either a presence of
moderate to severe mitral regurgitation (MR) in pre-
served EF subjects or a presence of moderate to se-
vere MR or tricuspid regurgitation (TR) in reduced
EF subjects was detected [19-21,32-34]. Finally, ultrasound
evaluation of the IVC was examined within 2.0 cm of the
IVC-RA junction. The maximum diameter (IVC max) was
measured at the end-expiration and minimum diameter
(IVC min) was measured at the end-inspiration [35]. The
IVC collapsibility index (IVC-CI) was calculated as (IVC
max-IVC min)/IVC max [35,36]. A positive IVC ultra-
sound examination, according to the definition in previous
reports, required an IVC-CI <50% at baseline [23,24,35,37].
The duration of LCI-integrated ultrasound examination
was always less than 3 minutes (Figure 1) [14]. The images
of lung-cardiac-IVC integrated ultrasound were shown in
Figure 2.

Assay of brain natriuretic peptide (BNP)
Peripheral venous blood samples were obtained from each
patient at admission, and then 5 ml of whole blood was
placed into a prechilled vacuum tube containing EDTA
for subsequent measurement of BNP. Immediately after
blood sampling, each tube was placed on ice and centri-
fuged at 2,500 rpm and 4°C to obtain plasma. Then the
plasma BNP level was measured by immunoradiometric

assay using an antibody for human BNP (Shionogi Co.
Ltd., Tokyo, Japan).

Confirmation of diagnosis
The initial diagnosis was determined for each patient by
one or two cardiologists, who performed lung-cardiac-IVC
(LCI) integrated ultrasound evaluation within 3 minutes
on each patient in the ED. Confirmation that acute dys-
pnea was due to a cardiac etiology (AHFS) was based on a
positive lung ultrasound examination combined with ab-
normal findings on either cardiac or IVC ultrasound in
the ED (Figure 1). To determine the final diagnosis, two
cardiologists and one pneumologist, who were blinded to
the results of the LCI integrated ultrasound at admission,
independently reviewed each patient’s medical records
and classified them as having acute dyspnea due to AHFS,
a history of HF but acute dyspnea due to a non-cardiac
cause, or non-cardiac acute dyspnea. Confirmation of
AHFS was based on the generally accepted Framingham
criteria (two major criteria or one major and two minor
criteria), with corroborative information including the
medical history, hospital course (response to diuretics and
vasoactive agents, or results of hemodynamic monitoring),
and routine laboratory test data (including BNP) [5,38].
The category of pulmonary acute dyspnea included pul-
monary embolism and primary lung diseases (pneumonia,
asthma, COPD, pulmonary fibrosis, or acute respiratory
distress syndrome), with or without underlying LV systolic

Diffuse multiple bilateral
B-lines

- Pulmonary edema of various causes
- Interstitial pneumonia/pneumonitis
- Pulmonary fibrosis
- Acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS)

Cardiac ultrasound

MR or TR:
moderate to severe ?

IVC ultrasound

Non-cardiogenic 
acute dyspnea

Cardiogenic 
acute dyspnea

Non-cardiogenic 
acute dyspnea MR : 

moderate to severe ?

LVEF 40%
(preserved EF)

LVEF <40%
(reduced EF)

Non-cardiogenic 
acute dyspnea

Collapsibility < 50% ?

Lung ultrasound

- Bronchial asthma

- Chronic obstructive

pulmonary disease (COPD)

- Pneumonia and 

pneumonitis

- Atelectasis

- Pulmonary infarction

- Pulmonary contusion

- Pleural disease

- Neoplasia

Bilateral  
A-lines

Focal multiple 
B-lines

Figure 1 Algorithm for the diagnosis of acute dyspnea based on the lung-cardiac-inferior vena cava integrated ultrasound. LVEF = left
ventricular ejection fraction; MR =mitral regurgitation; TR = tricuspid regurgitation; IVC = inferior vena cava.
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accuracy (93.3%). While lung ultrasound alone had the
highest sensitivity (96.2%), its specificity was much lower
(54.0%). A reduced EF showed the lowest sensitivity and
lowest total accuracy (26.4% and 51.1%, respectively),
while BNP at a cut-off value of 100 pg/mL had the lowest
specificity (35.1%).

Discussion
The present study demonstrated that rapid evaluation by
lung-cardiac-inferior vena cava (LCI) integrated ultra-
sound has a higher diagnostic accuracy for differentiat-
ing acute dyspnea due to AHFS from pulmonary acute
dyspnea (including COPD/asthma, pulmonary fibrosis,
and ARDS) compared with lung ultrasound either alone
or in combination with plasma BNP assay. These find-
ings suggest that LCI integrated ultrasound has become
a fundamental tool for diagnostic evaluation of patients
with acute dyspnea and selection of early treatment in
the emergency setting.
Rapid and accurate diagnosis and management can be

lifesaving for patients with acute dyspnea [39]. However,
making a differential diagnosis and selecting early treat-
ment for patients with acute dyspnea in the ED is a

clinical challenge that requires complex decision-making
in order to achieve hemodynamic balance, improve func-
tional capacity, and decrease mortality and the length of
hospital stay [40]. Methods for evaluation of emergency
patients with possible AHFS include the history, physical
examination, chest radiography, 12-lead electrocardiog-
raphy, and measurement of BNP or N-terminal pro-BNP
[5-10]. Among these methods, chest radiography is a
cornerstone in the diagnostic evaluation of acute dys-
pnea. Although chest radiography serves a vital role in
the evaluation of patients with acute dyspnea, including
the identification of various causes, the lack of radio-
graphic signs of congestion does not exclude AHFS
[2,41]. Recently, BNP and N-terminal pro-BNP have
been studied extensively and are frequently used in clin-
ical practice. However, some recent randomized trials on
the use of BNP to aid in diagnosis or serial BNP levels
to dictate therapy in the acute setting found no improve-
ment of diagnostic accuracy or important clinical out-
comes because age, sex, and renal dysfunction have an
impact on natriuretic peptide levels and need to be con-
sidered when test results are interpreted [42,43]. Also,
patients with a history of decompensated HF can have
chronically elevated BNP or N-terminal pro-BNP levels,
making the test inconclusive. In addition, it was reported
that BNP does not reliably distinguish ARDS from AHFS
[44]. In our study, the BNP level of patients with a his-
tory of heart failure who had dyspnea due to pulmonary
disease or ARDS showed no significant difference com-
pared to that of patients with acute dyspnea due to
AHFS, a finding that is in agreement with prior reports
[42,43]. Therefore, among patients with acute dyspnea
(including those with a history of heart failure and those
with ARDS), the baseline BNP level alone could have
various limitations for making a differential diagnosis in
the emergency setting, and further research is needed to
address this issue.
B-lines assessed by lung ultrasound have been proposed

as an easy alternative diagnostic tool for monitoring pul-
monary congestion in AHFS patients [28]. Recently, it
was reported that B-lines alone or B-lines combined with
N-terminal pro-BNP show a high diagnostic accuracy for
differentiating AHFS-related acute dyspnea from that due
to COPD/asthma in the ED [3,41]. However, it is impossible
to differentiate AHFS from bilateral pneumonia, pulmonary
fibrosis, or ARDS by lung ultrasound alone, because al-
though B-lines are a very sensitive sign of cardiogenic pul-
monary edema, this sign is not specific [13]. However, in
the present study, the lung ultrasound in two patients with
pure right-sided heart failure, which was not in association
with left-sided heart failure, showed a false negative, sug-
gesting that B-lines may not be sensitive for pure right-
sided heart failure. Recently, Gargani has suggested that
addition of lung ultrasound to echocardiography provides

Table 2 Plasma BNP, lung ultrasound alone or combined
with BNP, cardiac findings, and the LCI integrated
ultrasound for diagnosis of AHFS

Sensitivity
(%)

Specificity
(%)

NPV
(%)

PPV
(%)

Accuracy
(%)

BNP ≥100 pg/ml 92.4 35.1 76.4 67.1 68.8

Framingham
criteria*

79.2 56.7 65.6 64.6 70.0

Lung ultrasound
alone

96.2 54.0 90.9 75.0 78.8

Both Lung
ultrasound and
BNP (≥100 pg/ml)

88.6 67.6 80.6 79.8 80.0

Reduced EF
(LVEF <40%)

26.4 86.5 45.1 73.7 51.1

MR or TR ≥
moderate

92.4 81.0 88.2 87.5 87.7

IVC collapsibility
<50%

83.0 81.1 76.9 86.3 82.2

Both preserved EF
and MR ≥moderate

56.7 100.0 61.6 100.0 67.0

Both reduced EF
and either MR or
TR ≥moderate

30.1 94.5 48.6 88.9 56.7

Lung-cardiac-inferior
vena cava (LCI)
integrated
ultrasound

94.3 91.9 91.9 94.3 93.3

* Two major or one major and two minor criteria. BNP = brain natriuretic
peptide; LCI = lung-cardiac-inferior vena cava; AHFS = acute heart failure
syndromes; NPV = negative predictive value; PPV = positive predictive value;
LVEF = left ventricular ejection fraction; IVC = inferior vena cava; MR =mitral
regurgitation; TR = tricuspid regurgitation.
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